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MISSION

The Feminist Press publishes books that  
ignite movements and social transformation.  
Celebrating our legacy, we lift up insurgent  
and marginalized voices from around the  

world to build a more just future.

VISION

To create a world where everyone  
recognizes themselves in a book.
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EDITORIAL VISION

The Feminist Press publishes twelve to fifteen 
books a year and specializes in an array of genres 
including cutting-edge fiction, activist nonfiction, 
literature in translation, hybrid memoirs, children’s 
books, and more.

FP seeks to champion intersectional and nuanced 
works that spark much-needed dialogue and 
move the feminist conversation forward. Current 
editorial initiatives include the Louise Meriwether 
First Book Prize, created to highlight debut work 
by women and nonbinary writers of color, and 
Amethyst Editions, a queer imprint founded by 
Michelle Tea.

We are seeking political and cultural activist 
nonfiction that furthers our understanding of 
intersectional feminism. We gravitate toward 
voice- and vision-driven stories as well as genre-
defying texts, specifically books about economic 
justice written in accessible language, feminist 
speculative fiction that explores the human 
condition, and novels and nonfiction by queer, 
trans, disabled, and neuroatypical writers. We 
do not publish poetry, dramatic works, doctoral 
dissertations, or literary criticism.

MISSION & VISION STATEMENTS 3
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March 2023 • $19.95 • Memoir/essays • pb • 978-1-952177-74-3 • 272 pages • Rights: World English

There was no easy way for Clarkisha Kent to navi

gate personal discovery and selflove. As a fat, 

darkskinned child of immigrants facing mental 

health and intergenerational trauma, Kent some

times felt like her body was a cosmic punishment. 

In the face of homophobia, antiBlackness, body 

dysmorphia, and respectability politics, the pur

suit of “high selfesteem” seemed oxymoronic. 

Fat Off, Fat On is a humorous, at times tragic, 

memoir that follows Kent on her journey of realiz

ing her body is a gift to be grown into, that some

times family doesn’t always mean home, and how 

illfated bisexual romances could free her from 

gender essentialism. Perfect for readers of Keah 

Brown’s The Pretty One, Alida Nugent’s You Don’t 
Have to Like Me, and Stephanie Yeboah’s Fattily 
Ever After, Kent’s debut is disarming and candid 

about her lived experience of intersectionality. It 

stresses the importance of addressing the violence 

scored upon our minds and our bodies, and how 

we might begin the difficult—but joyful—work of 

setting ourselves free.

CLARKISHA KENT is a Nigerian American writer and 

critic. Her writing has been featured in outlets like 

Entertainment Weekly, Essence, The Root, BET, 

Paper, HuffPost, MTV News, and more. She is also 

the creator of #TheKentTest, a media litmus test 

designed to evaluate the quality of representation 

that exists for women of color in film and other 

media.

FAT OFF, FAT ON
A Big Bitch Manifesto
Clarkisha Kent
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October 2022 • $25.95 • Nonfiction anthology • pb • 978-1-952177-79-8 • 312 pages • Rights: World

Raised over $18,000 on Kickstarter!

Horror movies hold a complicated space in the 

hearts of the queer community: historically misog

ynist, and often homo and transphobic, the genre 

has also been inadvertently feminist and open to 

subversive readings, thanks to common tropes 

such as the circumspect and resilient “final girl,” 

body possession, costumed villains, secret identi

ties, and things that lurk in the closet. Still, view

ers often remain tasked with reading themselves 

into beloved films, seeking out characters and 

set pieces that speak to, mirror, and parallel the 

unique ways queerness encounters the world.

It Came from the Closet features twentyfive 

original essays by writers speaking to this rela

tionship, through connections both empowering 

and oppressive. From Carmen Maria Machado on 

Jennifer’s Body, Jude Ellison S. Doyle on In My 
Skin, Addie Tsai on Dead Ringers, and many more, 

these conversations convey the rich reciprocity 

between queerness and horror from Halloween to 

Hereditary. 

JOE VALLESE is coeditor of the anthology What’s Your 
Exit? A Literary Detour Through New Jersey. His 

creative and pop culture writing appears in Bomb, 

VICE, Backstage, PopMatters, Southeast Review, 

North American Review, Narrative Northeast, and 

VIA: Voices in Italian-Americana, among others. 

He has been a Pushcart Prize nominee and a 

notable in Best American Essays. He is currently 

Clinical Associate Professor in the Expository 

Writing Program at New York University.

IT CAME FROM THE CLOSET
Queer Reflections on Horror
Edited by Joe Vallese

“ Taken together, the pieces are a brilliant 
display of expert criticism, wry humor, and 
original thinking. This is full of surprises.” 

—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY (starred review)
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November 2022 • $17.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-952177-03-3 • 256 pages • Rights: World English

“ Smart and nuanced, the short stories of 
Pretend It’s My Body mine inventive plots 
and fresh characters to race through the 
wreckage of bad choices.” 

—FOREWORD REVIEWS

M isfit mothers, prodigal “undaughters,” 
con artists, and middle-aged 

runaways populate these ten short 
stories that blur the lives we wish for 
with the ones we actually lead. A tornado 
survivor grapples with a new identity, 
a trans teen psychic can read only 
indecisive minds, and a woman informs 
her family of her plans to upload her 
consciousness and abandon her body. 

Luke Dani Blue invites the reader into a 
world of outlier lives made central and 
magical thinking made real. Surreal, 
darkly humorous, and always deeply felt, 
Pretend It’s My Body is bound together 
by the act of searching—for a spark of 
recognition and a story of one’s own.

LUKE DANI BLUE’s stories have 
won awards from major literary 
magazines and been listed in 
The Best American Short Stories. 
Originally from Michigan, Blue (they/
them) is a two-time college dropout 
with an MFA in fiction who resides 
most reliably on the internet. They 
are also an astrologer. Pretend It’s 
My Body is their first book.

THE FEMINIST PRESS
AT THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

FEMINISTPRESS.ORG

ISBN 978-1-952177-03-3   $17.95 US

Informed by the author’s experience in and between genders,  
this debut story collection blurs fantasy and reality,  

excavating new meanings from our varied dysphorias.

“ Luke Dani Blue defies every expectation in these ten ravishing, 
razor-wired tales about transition. These characters hang between 
genders, between stations, in the future of ten minutes from now—
stuck in some essential way and struggling for a way forward. In 
Pretend It’s My Body, everything is possible, and yet, life in the flesh 
proves maddeningly resistant to the pressure of individual desire.” 

—JANET FITCH, author of White Oleander

“ A wonderful collection, capable and sure-footed as a pacesetter, and 
at once funny, jarring, disorienting, and bracing in turn.”

—DANIEL M. LAVERY, author of The Merry Spinster

“ These stories unsettle, secrete, vibrate with the incommensurable 
tensions of being more than bodies, genders, consciousness.” 

—JOSS LAKE, author of Future Feeling

“ B lending psychological realism and the supernatural , the se  stories 
ooze queerness, horror, and a wild eeriness . This book will haunt you 
long after you’ve put it down.” 

—JULIÁN DELGADO LOPERA, author of Fiebre Tropical

“ In each paragraph of each story, Blue gives me what I want from 
fiction: intellectual surprise and thrilling, jagged mishmashes of 
intense emotion. An absolutely thrilling debut.” 

—MATTHEW CLARK DAVISON, author of Doubting Thomas

“ A twisted, tense triumph of a book that at once resists a cis gaze 
and insists that everyone, regardless of gender, has experienced 
moments of intense transition.” 

—A.E. OSWORTH, author of We Are Watching Eliza Bright

Misfit mothers, prodigal “undaughters,” con art

ists, and middleaged runaways populate these 

ten short stories that blur the lives we wish for with 

the ones we actually lead. A tornado survivor grap

ples with a new identity, a trans teen psychic can 

read only indecisive minds, and a woman informs 

her family of her plans to upload her conscious

ness and abandon her body.

Luke Dani Blue invites the reader into a world of 

outlier lives made central and magical thinking 

made real. Surreal, darkly humorous, and always 

deeply felt, Pretend It’s My Body is bound together 

by the act of searching—for a spark of recognition 

and a story of one’s own.

LUKE DANI BLUE’s stories have won awards from 

major literary magazines and been listed in The 
Best Amerian Short Stories. Originally from Michi

gan, Luke Dani Blue is a twotime college dropout 

and with an MFA in fiction who resides most reli

ably on the internet. They are also an astrologer. 

This is their first book.

PRETEND IT’S MY BODY
Stories
Luke Dani Blue
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January 2023 • $17.95 • Memoir • pb • 978-1-55861-293-8 • 344 pages • Rights: World 

Pine Ridge Indian Reservation is home to the 

original people of this land, yet it is also one of 

the poorest communities in the US. In this inti

mate and vulnerable memoir, Lakota twin sisters 

Sarah Eagle Heart and Emma Eagle Heart–White 

recount growing up on the reservation and over

coming enormous odds, first as teenage girls in a 

majoritywhite high school, and then battling bias 

in their professional careers. Woven throughout 

are selfhelp strategies centering women of color 

that combine marginalized histories, psychologi

cal research on trauma, and perspectives on deco

lonial therapy.

Interspersing personal memoir with radical notions 

of selfhelp and collective recovery, Warrior Prin-
cesses Strike Back focuses on how Indigenous 

activist strategies can be a crucial roadmap for 

contemporary truth and healing.

SARAH EAGLE HEART, Oglála Lakota, is an Emmy 

Award–winning social justice storyteller, entrepre

neur, and philanthropic leader. Sarah cofounded 

Zuyá Entertainment to create multiplatform sto

ries based on her unique worldview infused by her 

Lakota culture. She also cofounded Return to the 

Heart Foundation and prior to this served as CEO 

of Native Americans in Philanthropy.

EMMA EAGLE HEART–WHITE, Oglála Lakota, is a psy

chotherapist, life coach, survivor, and advocate. 

She began her career on the Oneida Nation of 

Wisconsin in the healing field as a youth advocate 

for Native American students. Today she works as 

a psychotherapist and recently founded Owášte 

Healing and Wellness LLC. She is currently work

ing on her PsyD in clinical psychology. 

“ Poignant, raw, and filled with compassion, Warrior Princesses Strike 
Back gives us an essential look into the historical and contemporary 
lives of Lakota women. The Eagle Hearts have written a love letter 
to their younger selves and to Indigenous women everywhere—— 
a sacred gift to help the world collectively heal.” 

——MARK RUFFALO

“ The Eagle Heart twins share an eye-opening memoir about what 
it’s like growing up on an Indian reservation in the present day. The 
brave Lakota sisters, supported by the wisdom and strength of their 
community, give readers an inspiring look into the women who are 
leading the struggle to heal. This book will make you look at America 
with fresh eyes.” 

——PIPER PERABO

Pine Ridge Indian Reservation is home to the original people 
of this land, yet it is also one of the poorest communities 

in America. Through this intimate and vulnerable memoir, 
Lakota twin sisters Sarah Eagle Heart and Emma Eagle Heart–
White recount growing up on the reservation and overcoming 
enormous odds, first as teenage girls in a majority-white high 
school and then battling bias in their professional careers. Woven 
throughout are self-help strategies centering women of color 
that combine marginalized histories, psychological research on 
trauma, and perspectives on decolonial therapy. Through the lens 
of Indigenous activism, the Eagle Hearts explore the possibility 
of healing intergenerational and personal trauma by focusing 
on traditional strategies of reciprocity, acknowledgment, and 
collectivism.

ISBN 978-1-55861-293-8     $17.95 US

THE FEMINIST PRESS
AT THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

FEMINISTPRESS.ORG
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WARRIOR PRINCESSES STRIKE BACK
How Lakota Twins Fight Oppression and Heal through Connectedness
Sarah Eagle Heart and Emma Eagle Heart–White

“ Poignant, raw, and filled with compassion, 
Warrior Princesses Strike Back gives us 
an essential look into the historical and 
contemporary lives of Lakota women. The 
Eagle Hearts have written a love letter to 
their younger selves and to Indigenous 
women everywhere—a sacred gift to help 
the world collectively heal.” 

—MARK RUFFALO
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September 2022 •  $15.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-55861-295-2 • 168 pages • Rights: World x France

A close friend and protégé of Marguerite Duras, 

Barbara Molinard wrote and wrote feverishly, but 

only managed to publish one book in her lifetime: 

the surreal, nightmarish collection Panics.

These thirteen stories beat with a frantic, offkilter 

rhythm as Molinard obsesses over sickness, death, 

and control. A woman becomes transfixed by a boa 

constrictor at her local zoo, mysterious surgeons 

dismember their patient, and the author narrates 

to Duras how she was stopped from sleeping in a 

cemetery vault, only to be haunted by the pain of 

sleeping on its stone floor.

BARBARA MOLINARD (1921–1986) published only 

one book: a collection of short stories titled Viens. 
Everything she wrote, she immediately tore up, 

and it was only through the relentless urging from 

her husband, the filmmaker Patrice Molinard, 

and her friend Marguerite Duras, that she finally 

handed over a single collection of stories to Edi

tions Mercure de France in 1969.

EMMA RAMADAN is a literary translator based in 

Brooklyn. She is the recipient of the Albertine 

Prize, the PEN Translation Prize, an NEA 

Translation Fellowship, and a Fulbright. Her trans

lations include Anne Garréta’s Sphinx, Virginie 

Despentes’s Pretty Things, Kamel Daoud’s Zabor, 
or the Psalms, and Abdellah Taïa’s A Country for 
Dying.

Barbara Molinard

Preface by Marguerite Duras
Translated by Emma Ramadan

“ Like the disembodied hands and faceless lovers in these stories, there is as 
much presented as there is withheld in Panics, Barbara Molinard’s singular 
collection. Marguerite Duras tells us that Molinard destroyed most of her 
own writing, and I’m fascinated by what’s left out, what’s left unseen, in 
this essential text .” 
— STEPHANIE LACAVA, author of I Fear My Pain Interests You

“ Lucid, horror-drenched, droll, absurd, Panics is perfect reading for the 
nightmare that is the present. A shriek from the archives, a gift to us all.” 
—SARAH THANKAM MATHEWS, author of All This Could Be Different

“ With its unique, haunting imagery and Kafkaesque momentum, Panics 
reads like a series of lucid dreams. A gleaming, razor-sharp book that has 
lost none of its edge in Emma Ramadan’s masterful English translation.” 
—OLIVIA BAES, cotranslator of Me & Other Writing 

TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH here for the first time, Panics is a 

haunting, surreal short story collection by French writer Barbara 

Molinard, close friend and protégé of Marguerite Duras. These thirteen 

stories beat with a frantic, off-kilter rhythm as Molinard obsesses over 

sickness, death, and control. A woman becomes transfixed by a boa 

constrictor at her local zoo, mysterious surgeons dismember their patient, 

and the author herself recounts a time she yearned to sleep in a cemetery 

vault. Panics recovers the work of a writer and artist whose insights 

into violence, mental illness, and bodily autonomy are simultaneously 

absurdist and fiercely insightful.

ISBN 978-1-55861-295-2     $15.95 US

THE FEMINIST PRESS
AT THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

FEMINISTPRESS.ORG
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PANICS 
Barbara Molinard
Preface by Marguerite Duras
Translated by Emma Ramadan

“ These surreal, claustrophobic 
stories bear similarities to the works 
of Samuel Beckett and Leonora 
Carrington, but Molinard writes in a 
voice that is all her own.” 

—NEW YORK TIMES
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November 2022 • $17.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-952177-69-9 • 376 pages • Rights: World English

“ Earthy, sensuous prose evokes the sights, 
sounds, and smells of Malaysia as it 
undergoes rapid change from the sixties 
through the present.” 

—FOREWORD REVIEWS  
(starred review)

In 1969, in the wake of Malaysia’s deadliest race 

riots, a woman named Du Li An secures her place 

in society by marrying a gangster. In a parallel nar

rative, a critic known only as The Fourth Person 

explores the work of a writer also named Du Li 

An. And a third storyline is in the second person: 

“you” are reading a novel titled The Age of Good-
byes. Floundering in the wake of your mother’s 

death, you are trying to unpack the secrets sur

rounding your lineage.

The Age of Goodbyes—which begins on page 513, 

a reference to the riots of May 13, 1969—is the 

acclaimed English debut by Li Zi Shu. The win

ner of multiple awards and a Taiwanese bestseller, 

this dazzling novel is a profound exploration of 

what happens to personal memory when official 

accounts of history distort and render it taboo.

LI ZI SHU is the author of more than a dozen books, 

including the novels Worldly Land and The Age 
of Goodbyes, which won the China Times Open 

Book Award. Her work has been recognized with 

multiple literary prizes in Malaysia, Taiwan, and 

Hong Kong, including several Huazhong Literary 

Awards.

YZ CHIN is the author of Edge Case, a New York 
Times Editors’ Choice, and Though I Get Home, 

winner of the Louise Meriwether First Book Prize. 

Her writing has appeared in the New York Times 
Book Review, Guernica, Gulf Coast, Electric 

Literature, and elsewhere.

THE AGE OF GOODBYES
Li Zi Shu
Translated by YZ Chin
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February 2023 • $16.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-952177-72-9 • 224 pages • World English

In a dystopian world with no men, women are 

“rehabilitated” at an erotic amusement park. Cli

mate change has caused massive flooding and 

warming in the Balkans, where one programmer 

builds a time machine. And a devious reimagining 

of The Sorrows of Young Werther refocuses to cen

ter a sexually adventurous Charlotte.

In these short stories, Asja Bakić deploys the 

speculative and weird to playfully interrogate con

versations around artificial intelligence, gender 

fluidity, and environmental degradation. Once 

again Bakić upends her characters’ convictions 

and identities—as she did in her acclaimed debut, 

Mars—and infuses each disorienting universe with 

sly humor and offkilter eroticism. Both visceral 

and otherworldly, Sweetlust takes apart human 

desire and fragility, repeatedly framing pleasure as 

both inviting and perilous.

ASJA BAKIĆ is a Bosnian author of poetry and prose, 

as well as a translator. She was selected as one 

of Literary Europe Live’s New Voices from Europe 

2017, and her writing has been translated into 

seven languages. Her debut, Mars, was published 

in English by Feminist Press in 2019. She 

currently lives and works in Zagreb, Croatia.

JENNIFER ZOBLE translates Balkan literature into 

English. Recent books include Call Me Esteban, 

her translation of Zovite me Esteban by Lejla 

Kalamujić, and Mars, which was selected by 

Publishers Weekly for the fiction list in its “Best 

Books 2019” issue. She is on the faculty of 

Liberal Studies at New York University, where she 

teaches writing and translation.

SWEETLUST
Stories
Asja Bakić
Translated by Jennifer Zoble



July 2023 • $17.95 • Memoir • pb • 978-1-952177-07-1 • 176 pages • Rights: US & Canada

“ A necessary and beautiful account of 
life with a sometimes-invisible and 
unpredictable disability, complicated 
by both patriarchy and racism, as well 
as a professor’s love letter to the act of 
teaching and being taught.” 

—MARCIA LYNX QUALEY, ARABLIT

Shahd Alshammari is just eighteen when she is 

diagnosed with multiple sclerosis and told by her 

neurologist that she would not make it past age 

thirty. Despite what she is told, by thirty, she has 

become a professor of literature, and has managed 

to navigate education systems in both Kuwait and 

the United Kingdom and inspire generations of 

students.

Head above Water is the painstaking, philosoph

ical memoir of Shahd Alshammari’s life of resis

tance and accomplishment, as the daughter of 

a Palestinian mother and Bedouin father, as a 

woman marked “ill” by society, and as a lifelong 

reader, student, and teacher. Charting her jour

ney with raw honesty, Alshammari explores dis

ability, displacement, and belonging—not only of 

the body, but of culture, gender, and race—and 

imparts wisdom of profound philosophical value 

throughout. It is people, human connections, that 

keep us afloat, she argues—“and in storytelling we 

have the power to gain a sense of agency over our 

lives.”

SHAHD ALSHAMMARI is a KuwaitiPalestinian author 

and academic. She is the author of the books 

Notes on the Flesh and Head above Water, as well 

as numerous other academic publications and 

papers. Her areas of research include illness nar

ratives, disability studies, and questions of iden

tity and language in the Arab world.

HEAD ABOVE WATER
Reflections on Illness
Shahd Alshammari
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April 2023 • $18.95 • Essays • pb • 978-1-55861-286-0 • 288 pages • Rights: World English

“ Anne Elizabeth Moore offers scalpel-
sharp insight into the ways women’s 
bodies are subject to unspeakable 
horrors under capitalism.” 

—CHICAGO TRIBUNE

Finalist for the Lambda Literary Award  
in LGBTQ Nonfiction! 

Whether for entertainment, under the guise of 

medicine, or to propel consumerism, heinous 

acts are perpetrated daily on women’s bodies. In 

Body Horror: Capitalism, Fear, Misogyny, Jokes, 

awardwinning journalist Anne Elizabeth Moore 

catalogs the global toll of capitalism on our phys

ical autonomy. Weaving together unflinching 

research and surprising humor, these essays range 

from investigative—probing the Cambodian gar

ment industry, the history of menstrual products, 

or the gender biases of patent law—to uncomfort

ably intimate. Moore, who suffers from several 

autoimmune disorders, examines what it takes 

to seek care and community in the increasingly 

complicated, problematic, and disinterested US 

healthcare system.

Featuring an updated introduction and new 

essays, as well as illustrations by Xander Marro, 

this new edition of Body Horror is a fascinating, 

insightful portrait of the gore that encapsulates 

contemporary American politics.

ANNE ELIZABETH MOORE was born in Winner, SD. She 

is the author of Unmarketable, Sweet Little Cunt, 
and Gentrifier: A Memoir, which was an NPR Best 

Book of the Year. She is the founding editor of 

Houghton Mifflin’s Best American Comics and the 

former editor of Punk Planet, The Comics Journal, 
and the Chicago Reader. She lives in the Catskills 

with her ineffective feline personal assistant, Cap

tain America.

BODY HORROR
Capitalism, Fear, Misogyny, Jokes
New and Revised
Anne Elizabeth Moore
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August 2023 • $28.95 • Nonfiction anthology • pb • 978-1-55861-245-7 • 336 pages • Rights: World

Founded in 1992 by the Center for LGBTQ Stud

ies at the City University of New York, the David R. 

Kessler lectures represent the foreground of queer 

studies in the US, featuring legendary thinkers 

such as Cherríe Moraga, Samuel Delaney, Bar

bara Smith, Judith Butler, and more. Queer Then 

and Now collects the speeches given from 2002 

to 2020, as well as two scholarly roundtables, by 

some of the most influential scholars, artists, and 

activists of the last two decades, including Sara 

Ahmed, Cathy J. Cohen, Douglas Crimp, Roderick 

Ferguson, Jasbir K. Puar, Adrienne Rich, Gayle 

Rubin, Dean Spade, Urvashi Vaid, and more.

Diverse and dynamic, these intertextual conversa

tions tackle some of today’s most important inter

ventions from the margins—including the growth 

of trans studies, the synergy and disconnect 

between theory and activism, the role of LGBTQ+ 

art and media, the challenges of transnational and 

postcolonial theory, and more. Tracing the matu

ration of queer studies after its foundation in the 

1990s, Queer Then and Now lays the groundwork 

in the twentyfirst century and beyond.

DEBANUJ DASGUPTA is assistant professor of feminist 

studies at University of California Santa Barbara. 

JOSEPH DONICA is associate professor of English at 

Bronx Community College, CUNY. MARGOT WEISS 

is associate professor of American studies and 

anthropology at Wesleyan University. 

QUEER THEN AND NOW
The David R. Kessler Lectures, 2002–2020
From CLAGS: Center for LGBTQ Studies
Edited by Debanuj DasGupta, Joseph Donica, and Margot Weiss



June 2023 • $16.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-952177-05-7 • 168 pages • Rights: US & Canada

“ An enticing collection, where the smallest 
pedestrian acts—such as finding a secret 
journal or getting a cubicle to work in—
have the power to force characters to 
question their internalized biases.” 

—ASYMPTOTE JOURNAL

Longlisted for the 2022 International Booker Prize! 

In their stunning Englishlanguage fiction debut, 

queer Indonesian writer Norman Erikson Pas

aribu blends together speculative fiction and dark 

absurdism, drawing from Batak and Christian cul

tural elements. Taken together, the twelve stories 

in this collection ask what it means to be almost 

happy—to nearly find joy, to sortof be accepted.

An employee navigates their new workplace, a 

department of Heaven devoted to archiving unan

swered prayers; a tourist in Vietnam seeks solace 

following her son’s suicide; a young student 

befriends a classmate obsessed with verifying the 

existence of a mythical hundredfoottall man. 

A tragicomic collection that probes the miracu

lous, melancholy nature of survival amid loneli

ness, Happy Stories, Mostly considers an oblique 

approach to human life: In the words of one of the 

stories’ narrators, “I work in the dark. Like mush

rooms. I don’t need light to thrive.”

NORMAN ERIKSON PASARIBU is a queer Toba Batak 

writer of fiction, poetry, and nonfiction. Happy 

Stories, Mostly (translated by Tiffany Tsao) won 

the 2022 Republic of Consciousness Prize and 

was longlisted for the 2022 International Booker 

Prize.

TIFFANY TSAO translates Indonesian fiction and 

poetry. She is the translator of Budi Darma’s Peo-

ple from Bloomington and also writes novels, the 

most recent of which is The Majesties. She lives 

in Sydney.

HAPPY STORIES, MOSTLY
Norman Erikson Pasaribu
Translated by Tiffany Tsao
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May 2023 • $15.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-55861-298-3 • 144 pages • Rights: World English x UK

An undocumented woman answers a job post

ing only to find herself held hostage, a group of 

outcasts obsess over boys drowned while surfing, 

and an unhappy couple finds themselves trapped 

in a terrifying maze. With scalpellike precision, 

Ampuero considers the price paid by those on the 

margins so that the elite might lounge comfort

ably, considering themselves safe in their homes.

Simultaneously terrifying and exquisite, Human 

Sacrifices is “tropical gothic” at its finest—decay 

and oppression underlie this humid and hostile 

world, where workingclass women and children 

are consistently the weakest links in a capitalist 

economy. Against this backdrop of corrosion and 

rot, these twelve stories contemplate the nature 

of exploitation and abuse, illuminating the reali

ties of those society consumes for its own pitiless 

ends.

MARÍA FERNANDA AMPUERO is a writer and journalist, 

born in Guayaquil, Ecuador, in 1976. She has 

been published in newspapers and magazines 

around the world, and is the author of two narra

tive nonfiction titles and the short story collection 

Cockfight, published by Feminist Press in 2020. 

In 2012 she was selected as one of the 100 Most 

Influential Latin Americans in Spain. 

FRANCES RIDDLE has translated numerous Spanish 

language authors and was the recipient of an 

English PEN grant in 2021. Her translation of 

Claudia Piñeiro’s Elena Knows was shortlisted for 

the International Booker Prize in 2022. Her work 

has appeared in journals such as Granta and the 

White Review. Originally from Houston, she now 

lives in Buenos Aires.

HUMAN SACRIFICES
Stories
María Fernanda Ampuero
Translated by Frances Riddle
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AMETHYST EDITIONS
Founded by Michelle Tea

Amethyst Editions is an imprint founded by Michelle Tea 
to champion emerging queer writers who complicate 
the conversation around LGBTQ+ experiences beyond a 
coming-out narrative.

MARGARET AND THE MYSTERY  
OF THE MISSING BODY
Megan Milks
Finalist for the 2022 Lambda Literary Award for  
Transgender Fiction!

“Brilliant.” —Torrey Peters

An interrogation of girlhood and nostalgia, dysmorphia and 

dysphoria, Margaret and the Mystery of the Missing Body 
reimagines nineties adolescence—mashing up girl group 

series and chooseyourownadventures—in a queer and 

trans comingofage tale like no other.

PANPOCALYPSE 
Carley Moore
Longlisted for the 2022 Brooklyn Public Library Prize for Fiction!

“ A wonderfully inventive novel about love, illness, and the 
devastating loneliness of isolation.”  —BOOKLIST

Pandemicera New York City, 2020. The city is largely 

shut down, and Orpheus is lonely, devoid of community. 

But as she bikes around the city, Orpheus hears mysteri

ous news of an underground bar, Le Monocle, fashioned 

after the lesbian club of the same name in 1930s Paris. 

Follow our queer, disabled, poly hero in this adventurous 

and timebending novel about disease, connection, and 

revolution.

A queer coming-of-age novel
about a girlhood, interrupted.

“ What if all those nineties book series about girlhood had 
been truly honest about the process of growing up? You’d get 
this wonderful book: a comforting facade that opens into an 
entrancing and wildly innovative gut renovation of the genre, 
with an interior that lays bare the hidden workings of life I wish 
I’d known on my own first run through adolescence. Brilliant.” 

—TORREY PETERS, author of Detransition, Baby

“ Margaret and the Mystery of the Missing Body is the smartest novel 
I’ve read in a long time and the most politically astute.” 

—SANDRA NEWMAN, author of The Heavens

“ Intimate, fearless, and a fun house of form and style.” 
—PATRICK COTTRELL, author of Sorry to Disrupt the Peace

“ Milks has combined the boundlessness of speculative fiction, 
the raucous joys and radical presence of YA storytelling, and the 
ingenuity of avant-garde sensibility with such damn good lyric 
prose that it made me grin more times than I could count.” 

—JORDY ROSENBERG, author of Confessions of the Fox

“ One of the brashest, brainiest, funniest, most electric novels I’ve 
read in years. A genuine masterpiece.” 

—CASEY PLETT, author of Little Fish 

“ A shape-shifter of a novel: an adventure story, a feminist critique, 
and a note from your best friend.” 

—SOFIA SAMATAR, author of A Stranger in Olondria

“This book is queer dynamite.” —KRISTEN ARNETT

eet Margaret. At age twelve, 
she was head detective of 
the mystery club Girls Can 

Solve Anything. Margaret and her 
three best friends led exciting lives 
solving crimes, having adventures, 
and laughing a lot. But now that 
they’ve entered high school, the 
club has disbanded and Margaret 
is unmoored—she doesn’t want to 
grow up, and she wishes her friends 
wouldn’t either. Instead she opts out, 
developing an eating disorder that 
quickly takes over her life. When she 
lands in a treatment center, Margaret 
finds her path to recovery twisting 
sideways as she pursues a string of new 
mysteries involving a ghost, a hidden 
passage, disturbing desires, and her 
own vexed relationship with herself.

Margaret and the Mystery of the 
Missing Body reimagines nineties 
adolescence—mashing up girl-group 
series, choose-your-own-adventure 
stories, and chronicles of anorexia— 
in a queer and trans coming-of-age 
tale like no other. An interrogation of 
girlhood and nostalgia, dysmorphia 
and dysphoria, this debut novel 
puzzles through the weird, ever-
evasive questions of growing up.

MEGAN MILKS is the author of Slug 
and Other Stories—a revised and 
expanded version of their Lambda 
Literary Award–nominated short 
story collection, Kill Marguerite and 
Other Stories—and Remember the 
Internet, Volume 2: Tori Amos Bootleg 
Webring. With Marisa Crawford, they 
are coeditor of We Are the Baby-Sitters 
Club: Essays and Artwork from Grown-
Up Readers; with KJ Cerankowski, 
they are coeditor of Asexualities: 
Feminist and Queer Perspectives. Born 
in Virginia, they currently live in 
Brooklyn.

ISBN 978-1-952177-80-4    $17.95 US
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“ Here’s the sexy, sad, queer, 
disabled, time-bending romp 
through the bleak pandemic 
landscape that you’ve been 
waiting for! No one lays herself 
as bare on the page as Carley 
Moore, and Panpocalypse is her  
most naked work to date.” 

— LYNN MELNICK,  
author of Refusenik 

THE FEMINIST PRESS
AT THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

FEMINISTPRESS.ORG

ISBN 978-1-952177-60-6   $17.95 US

It’s early summer in New York 
City, 2020. The city is largely shut 
down, and Orpheus—our queer, 
disabled, poly hero—is lonely, 
devoid of touch and community. 
Orpheus manages to buy a bike just 
before they sell out and takes to the 
streets looking for Eurydice, the 
first woman she fell in love with, 
who broke her heart. But then 
Orpheus hears mysterious news of 
the underground bar Le Monocle, 
fashioned after the 1930s Parisian 
lesbian club of the same name. Can 
she find it? Will she ever be allowed 
to love again? 

Written and published online in 
weekly installments, Carley Moore’s 
Panpocalypse is the time-bending, 
genre-busting queer novel of our 
pandemic-afflicted world. Finally 
being released in print, the original 
serial is joined here by an all-new, 
epic conclusion!

CARLEY MOORE is the author of 
the novel The Not Wives, the essay 
collection 16 Pills, the poetry 
chapbook Portal Poem, and the 
young adult novel The Stalker 
Chronicles. Her work has appeared 
in the American Poetry Review, 
Brainchild, the Brooklyn Rail, and 
others. She is a clinical professor at 
New York University and lives in 
Brooklyn.

“ Carley Moore’s stunning novel 
captures the haunted dreams 
of our present world and the 
dire imaginings of an 
uncertain future.” 

— JAMES POLCHIN,  
author of  
Indecent Advances

“ The prose crackles, the story 
line shimmers; this book has 
the energy of a queer, disabled 
Elena Ferrante living in 
modern-day New York City.” 

— AMY SHEARN,  
author of Unseen City  

“A masterpiece  of fierce  queer honesty.” —MICHELLE TEA

During the coronavirus 
pandemic, a queer, disabled 
woman bikes through a 
locked-down NYC in search 
of connection.

$17.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-952177-80-4 • 280 pages • Rights: World English

$17.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-952177-60-6 • 188 pages • Rights: World
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ISBN 978-1-952177-96-5     $17.95 US

THE FEMINIST PRESS
AT THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

FEMINISTPRESS.ORG

A portrait of young Black artists in the 1990s  
London underground scene whose existence  
is threatened by the rise of state surveillance.

“ Too real to be sci-fi, with a gritty imagination, Skye Papers 
merges race and class, queerness and anarchy, all while 
keeping a Philip K. Dick–ensian eye on the entities with the 
power to monitor and control our freedoms.” 

— MICHELLE TEA, author of Against Memoir:  
Complaints, Confessions & Criticisms

“ Skye Papers is a story of becoming—part love story, part 
artistic path, part surveillance-state dystopia—from a 
wholly unique and necessary new voice.” 

—PAMELA SNEED, author of Funeral Diva

“ A visceral narrative of artists of color, Jamika Ajalon’s debut 
novel bursts forth with visionary aim.” 

—FORK BURKE, author of Licking Glass

“ Skye Papers is not only one of the most addictive reads of 
this year, it’s a must reread to unlock the living labyrinths 
of loving madly, performing badly, and surviving oneself 
while daring to risk everything to experience a creative life 
beyond the fringes of expectation and limitation.” 

— MALIK AMEER CRUMPLER,  
poet, editor, and rapper

Twentysomething and restless, 
Skye flits between cities and 

stagnant relationships until 
she meets Scottie, a disarming 
and disheveled British traveler, 
and Pieces, an enigmatic artist 
living in New York. The three 
recognize one another as 
kindred spirits—Black, punk, 
whimsical, revolutionary—and 
fall in together, leading Skye on 
an unlikely adventure across the 
Atlantic. They live a glorious, 
subterranean existence in 1990s 
London: making multimedia art, 
throwing drug-fueled parties, and 
busking in tube stations to get by, 
until their existence is jeopardized 
by the rise of CCTV and policing.

In fluid and unrelenting prose, 
Jamika Ajalon’s debut novel 
explores youth, poetry, and 
what it means to come to terms 
with queerness. Skye Papers is 
an imaginative, episodic group 
portrait of a transatlantic art 
scene spearheaded by people 
of color—and of the fraught, 
dystopian reality of increasing 
state surveillance.
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JAMIKA AJALON is an author 
and interdisciplinary artist who 
incorporates written and spoken 
text, sound/music, and visuals. 
Her poems, stories, and essays 
have appeared in various publi-
cations internationally. Ajalon 
received an MA in communication 
in culture and society from 
Goldsmiths, University of London. 
She is based in London and Paris.

Jamika 
Ajalon

FIEBREFIEBRE
TROPIC ALTROPIC AL

A NOVEL BY JULIANA DELGADO LOPERA

“A story of migration, queerness, brokenness, and love, this book  
is absolute music to my ears.” —INGRID ROJAS CONTRERAS

“ Lit by neon Miami sunsets and the hot glow of the Christian 
apocalypse, Fiebre Tropical is a coming-of-age tale, a coming-
out tale, a migration tale we’ve never read and badly need.” 
—MICHELLE TEA, author of Against Memoir

“ ¡Ay Dios mío! This book’s got tumbao. Juliana Delgado Lopera’s eye for 
detail is fierce, and this novel is easy to devour.” 
—JOSEPH CASSARA, author of The House of Impossible Beauties  

“ Fiebre Tropical is a triumph, and we’re all triumphant in its presence.” 
—DANIEL HANDLER, author of Bottle Grove

“ Delgado Lopera’s riveting new book is propelled as much by its 
hurricane-force language as by its unforgettable characters: storm-
tossed women making the best of their new lives in a new country.” 
—CAROLINE PAUL, author of You Are Mighty

“ A magnificent novel. Pa’ decirlo clarito: Delgado Lopera is a writer of 
explosive talent, and this book is a fierce and radiant contribution to 
queer literature, Latinx literature, and immigrant literature, but also to 
literature, punto.” 
—CAROLINA DE ROBERTIS, author of Cantoras

“ Breathless, hungry, funny, fun—the new immigrant novel in a knowing, 
see-all Colombian lesbian voice—this novel is much needed and alive.”
—SARAH SCHULMAN, author of Conflict Is Not Abuse

“ Gorgeously written, tragic and hilarious by turns, Fiebre Tropical is a 
tale of the soul-saving, soul-crushing power of first love.” 
—ANNALEE NEWITZ, author of Autonomous

Uprooted from Bogotá, 
Colombia, into an ant-infested 

Miami townhouse, fifteen-year-
old Francisca is miserable in her 
strange new city. Her alienation 
grows when her mother and 
grandmother are swept up into 
an evangelical church—replete 
with Christian salsa and baptisms 
for the dead—that meets in the 
ballroom of their local Hyatt Hotel.

But there, Francisca also meets 
the magnetic Carmen: head of 
the youth group and the pastor’s 
daughter. As her mother’s mental 
health deteriorates, Francisca falls 
for Carmen and turns to Jesus to 
grow closer to her, even as their 
relationship hurtles toward a 
shattering conclusion.

Narrated in irreverent prose 
and a groundbreaking rhythmic 
Spanglish, Fiebre Tropical 
establishes Juliana Delgado 
Lopera as a bold new voice in 
American literature.   

JULIANA DELGADO LOPERA is 
an award-winning Colombian 
writer and historian based in 
San Francisco. She is the author 
of Quiéreme and the illustrated, 
bilingual collection ¡Cuéntamelo! 
Oral Histories by LGBT Latino 
Immigrants, which won a 2018 
Lambda Literary Award and a 
2018 Independent Publisher 
Book Award. Her work has been 
nominated for a Pushcart Prize 
and has appeared in Eleven Eleven, 
Foglifter, Four Way Review, Broadly, 
and Time Out, among others. She 
is the former creative director of 
RADAR Productions, a queer literary 
nonprofit in San Francisco.

ISBN 978-1-936932-75-7     $17.95 US
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FIEBREFIEBRE
TROPIC ALTROPIC AL

SINCE I LAID MY BURDEN DOWN 
Brontez Purnell

Winner of the Whiting Award for Fiction!

“ More layered insight than the page count should allow.” 

—MTV NEWS

Home for his uncle’s funeral, DeShawn ponders family, church, and 
his lifelong quest for love. This raw, funny novella traces a queer 
Black man’s sexual and artistic awakenings as he stumbles—often 
painfully, sometimes joyously—down memory lane.

SKYE PAPERS
Jamika Ajalon

“ Skye Papers may be Ajalon’s first novel, but she is an experienced 
artist: a sonic slam poet, musician, multimedia performer and 
filmmaker with a deep back catalog, evident on every page.” 

—NEW YORK TIMES

Twentysomething and restless, Skye journeys from New York to Lon

don with fellow artists Scottie and Pieces, where they live a glorious, 

subterranean existence in 1990s London until it is threatened by the 

dystopian rise of CCTV and policing.

$17.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-55861-431-4 • 168 pages •  Rights: World x Germany x UK

$17.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-952177-96-5 • 290 pages • Rights: World

$17.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-936932-75-7 • 296 pages • Rights: World x Colombia x Brazil

FIEBRE TROPICAL
A Novel
Julián Delgado Lopera
Winner of the 2021 Lambda Literary Award for Lesbian Fiction!

“ Ebullient and assertive. . . . Francisca’s soul stinks up the place 
beautifully in Fiebre Tropical.” —NEW YORK TIMES

Uprooted from Bogotá to Miami, fifteenyearold Francisca is miser

able in her strange new city. Her alienation grows when her mother 

is swept up into an evangelical church replete with baptisms for the 

dead. But everything changes when Francisca meets the magnetic 

Carmen—head of the youth group and the pastor’s daughter.
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ISBN 978-1-936932-68-9     $17.95 US

A novel of sex-positive awakening  
and burgeoning political resistance,  
set in Occupy-era New York City.

“ A provocative and well-told story about chosen community, friendship, 
and human frailty.” 
—KIRKUS REVIEWS (starred review)

“�A�terrific�literary�novel�about�what�it�means�to�belong�to�yourself�while�
trying to be a part of something bigger.” 
—INDEPENDENT BOOK REVIEW

“ The Not Wives is not just for not wives—it’s for all of us struggling  
with how to be human amid the ongoing clamor and bewilderment of 
twenty-first-century�life.”�
—LAURA SIMS

“ Carley Moore has created a landscape of achingly authentic female lives 
that we rarely see given such literary treatment.  A compulsively readable 
novel with deep roots in our gorgeous, messed-up world.” 
—MICHELLE TEA

“ I was in dire need of a queer, sex-positive mom in literature—and then 
the gift of The Not Wives showed up. I couldn’t put this extraordinary 
book down.” 
—LYNN MELNICK

“ With seemingly effortless prose, Carley Moore paints a rich portrait of 
three�deeply�compelling�women�navigating�the�polarities�and�confining�
norms of modern-day life.” 
—ETAF RUM

The Not Wives traces the lives of 
three women as they navigate the 

Occupy Wall Street movement and 
one another. Stevie is a nontenured 
professor and mom in the middle 
of a divorce; her best friend Mel is a 
bartender, torn between her long-
term girlfriend and a desire to explore 
polyamory; and Johanna is a homeless 
teenager�trying�to�find�her�way�in�the�
world, who bears shared witness to 
a tragedy that interlaces her life with 
Stevie’s. 

In the midst of economic collapse and 
class�conflict,�late-night�hookups�and�
complicated exes, these characters 
piece together a new American 
identity of resistance—against the 
looming�shadow�of�financial�precarity,�
the�gentrification�of�New�York,�and�the�
traditional role of wife.

CARLEY MOORE is the author of 
the essay collection 16 Pills, the poetry 
chapbook Portal Poem, and the young 
adult novel The Stalker Chronicles. Her 
work has appeared in the American 
Poetry Review, Brainchild, the Brooklyn 
Rail, the Journal of Popular Culture, and 
other publications. She is a clinical 
professor of writing and contemporary 
culture and creative production in 
the Global Liberal Studies Program 
at New York University and a senior 
associate at Bard College’s Institute  
for Writing and Thinking. She lives in 
New York City. 
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“Gritty, sexy, very queer— 
up-all-night compelling.” 

—ANDREA LAWLOR

$18.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-55861-939-5 • 344 pages • Rights: World x UK

$17.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-936932-68-9 • 368 pages • Rights: World

BLACK WAVE
Michelle Tea

“An apocalyptic fantasia.” —NEW YORK TIMES

It’s San Francisco in 1999 and the world is ending. Drugaddled 
writer Michelle has alienated most of her friends and lovers with her 
drama and heads to LA to write a screenplay, where she endeavors to 
make sense of her life.

THE NOT WIVES 
Carley Moore

“ A provocative and well-told story about chosen community, friendship, 
and human frailty.”  —KIRKUS REVIEWS (starred review)

The Not Wives traces the lives of three women as they navigate the 

Occupy Wall Street movement and one another: Stevie is a non

tenured professor and mom in the middle of a divorce; her best 

friend Mel is a bartender, torn between her longterm girlfriend and 

a desire to explore polyamory; and Johanna is a homeless teenager 

trying to find her way in the world, who bears shared witness to a 

tragedy that interlaces her life with Stevie’s.

AGAINST MEMOIR
Complaints, Confessions & Criticisms
Michelle Tea

Winner of the 2019 PEN/Diamonstein-Spielvogel Award  
for the Art of the Essay!

“ Eclectic and wide-ranging. . . . A palpable pain animates many of 
these essays, as well as a raucous joy and bright curiosity.”

 —NEW YORK TIMES

Against Memoir is Michelle Tea’s first collection of essays, delivered 
with her signature candor and dark humor.

$18.95 • Essays • pb • 978-1-936932-18-4 • 320 pages •  Rights: World x UK
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ALI LIEBEGOTT is a poet, writer, 
and artist who has published three 
previous books: The Beautifully 
Worthless, The IHOP Papers, and 
Cha-Ching! She is the recipient of  
two Lambda Literary Awards and 
a Ferro-Grumley Award. She has 
written for the Emmy Award–
winning TV show Transparent, and 
currently lives in Los Angeles.

The Summer of  Dead Birds takes 
readers on a lyrical road trip 
winding through death, breakups, 
and the complications of  everyday 
living. With a knack for finding 
humor in grief  and absurdity in 
beauty, Ali Liebegott embraces life’s 
casual highs and inevitable lows, 
exposing her humanity and inviting 
a connectivity with ourselves and 
the people who populate our 
gorgeous, ridiculous, sometimes 
painful planet.
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ISBN 978-1-936932-50-4       $17.95 US

amethyst editions

“A near mythic journey into life-stopping loss:  
a howl, and a hymn to what’s mortal.”

—MARIE HOWE

“A fierce, funny, agonized, cracked-open aria  
in homage to the presence and passing of   

fiercely loved things.”
—MAGGIE NELSON

“Sweet and so sad and the writing’s perfect.”
—EILEEN MYLES

“A chronicle of  grief  & its animals—the birds our 
cities kill, the dogs who are our best friends, the  
lovers we can’t keep, the strange beauty of  a mother’s 
death, the strange translation of  all of  death’s old 

meanings in a time of  mass extinction.”
—ARIANA REINES

“Full of  wry heartbreak and sweet, sad humor; 
righteous fury and tender grief.”

—MICHELLE TEA

“A linked sequential lyric memoir balancing 
aphoristic ingenuity, deadpan irreverence, and 

the deep interior exploration of  the soul.”
—SAM SAX

I
ndependently published from 2009 to 2019, Original 

Plumbing grew from a Bay Area zine to a nationally  

acclaimed print quarterly dedicated to trans men. 

For ten years, the magazine was the premier resource  

focused on their experiences and imaginations, featuring 

writing on both playful and political topics like selfies, 

bathrooms, and safer sex; interviews with icons such as 

Janet Mock, Silas Howard, T Cooper, and Ian Harvie; and 

visual art, photography, and short fiction.

In celebration of the magazine’s ten-year run, this essential 

collection compiles the best of all twenty issues. Selec-

tions are reprinted in full color, with a foreword by activist 

Tiq Milan and a new preface by the founding editors.

AMOS MAC is a writer, artist, 
and producer based in Los 
Angeles. His photography has 
been featured in publications 
including the New York Times, 
Interview, Vogue Italia, and OUT. 
A love of storytelling influenced 
his leap into television, where 
he works across scripted and 
documentary series.

ROCCO KAYIATOS is a writer, 
organizer, educator, and former 
hip hop artist (stage name 
Katastrophe). He was the head of 
the video education department 
at BuzzFeed and continues to 
produce content in the new 
media space. He is a man of 
trans experience who began his 
transition in 2001.

“ Over the course of its ten-year run, the magazine Original Plumb-
ing made thousands of us queer and trans people laugh, cry, and 
gasp out loud. This is how we talked with each other, inspired 
each other, and gave each other the strength to keep on living 
outside the box. This collection is an invaluable, unapologetic 
archive of a multiplicity of queer and trans experiences.” 

—KATE BORNSTEIN

“ When OP burst onto the scene, it was an absolute game changer 
in trans media and representation. This collection is a beauti-
ful tribute to that treasured publication, and an authentic and 
moving representation of trans male culture. Essential for both 
longtime readers and those diving in for the first time.” 

—JILL SOLOWAY

“ OP has been at the forefront of the trans revolution, reflecting 
trans male culture back to the community and providing all of us 
with thoughtful, cheeky documentation of the vibrancy of queer 
lives. It’s more than aesthetically inspiring—it’s lifesaving.” 

—MICHELLE TEA

“ A powerful realization of high def and punk rock, OP is the kind 
of book you’ll devour in one sitting.” 

—C. RILEY SNORTON

“ This book is so much more than a retrospective; it is a testa-
ment. Amos and Rocco have preserved a brilliant, precious slice 
of trans history that will be revered and cherished for generations 
to come.” 

—JACOB TOBIA
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Spring 2013 / Issue 11

HONORING TRANS HEROES OF THE PAST AND PRESENT

Lou Sullivan
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$9 US
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THE BEST OF TEN YEARS OF 
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& ROCCO KAYIATOS

FOREWORD BY TIQ MILAN

WE WERE WITCHES
Ariel Gore

“A singularly spectacular siren song.” —LIDIA YUKNAVITCH

Ariel is a teen mom, aspiring writer, and feminist witch trying to 
get a college education in the early nineties during the first Bush 
administration.

Basically she’s screwed.

THE SUMMER OF DEAD BIRDS 
Ali Liebegott

“ A fierce, funny, agonized, cracked-open aria in homage to the 
presence and passing of fiercely loved things.” —MAGGIE NELSON

The Summer of Dead Birds, poet Ali Liebegott’s newest novelin

verse, takes readers on a lyrical road trip winding through death, 

breakups, and the complications of everyday living.

$18.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-55861-433-8 • 296 pages •  Rights: World

$17.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-936932-50-4 • 120 pages • Rights: World

$34.95 • Collected anthology • pb • 978-1-936932-59-7 • 400 pages • Rights: World

ORIGINAL PLUMBING 
The Best of Ten Years of Trans Male Culture
Edited by Amos Mac and Rocco Kayiatos
Foreword by Tiq Milan

“ An invaluable, unapologetic archive of a multiplicity of queer and 
trans experiences.” —KATE BORNSTEIN

This essential fullcolor collection compiles the best of all twenty 

issues of Original Plumbing, a print quarterly dedicated to trans

masculine lives and culture.
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ENJOY ME AMONG MY RUINS
Juniper Fitzgerald

“ A lyrical, innovative memoir about sex, parenting, and 
addiction.” 

—KIRKUS REVIEWS

Combining feminist theories, X-Files fandom, and per

sonal memoir, Enjoy Me among My Ruins draws together 

a kaleidoscopic archive of Juniper Fitzgerald’s experiences 

as a queer sexworking mother. Plumbing the major events 

that shaped her life, and interspersing her childhood let

ters written to cult icon Gillian Anderson, this experimen

tal manifesto contends with dominant narratives placed 

upon marginalized people, ultimately rejecting a capitalist 

system that demands our purity and submission over our 

survival.

$15.95 • Memoir • pb • 978-1-55861-382-9 • 120 pages • Rights: World

THE FEMINIST PRESS
AT THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

FEMINISTPRESS.ORG

ISBN 978-1-952177-94-1    $17.95 US

“ Grace M. Cho’s memoir richly braids Korean meals, memories of a mother 
fighting racism and the onset of schizophrenia, and references ranging 
from Christine Blasey Ford’s testimony to the essays of Ralph Ellison.” 
—VANIT Y FAIR

“ As a member of the complicated postwar Korean diaspora in the US, I have 
been waiting for this book all my life.” 
—SUN YUNG SHIN, author of Unbearable Splendor

“ Cho’s moving and frank exploration examines how the social gets under 
our skin across vast stretches of space and time, illuminating mental illness 
as a social problem as much as a biological disease.” 
— DAVID L. ENG, coauthor of Racial Melancholia, Racial Dissociation

“ Raw, reaching, and propulsive, Tastes Like War creates an epic conversation 
about heritage and history, intergenerational trauma, and the connective 
potential of food to explore a mother’s fractured past.” 
— ALLIE ROWBOTTOM, author of  Jell-O Girls

Grace M. Cho grew up as the daughter of a white American 
merchant marine and the Korean bar hostess he met abroad. 

When Grace was fifteen, her mother experienced the onset of schizo-
phrenia, a condition that first developed in their xenophobic small 
town and would evolve for the rest of her life.

Part memoir, part sociological investigation, Tastes Like War is 
a hybrid text about a daughter’s search through intimate and global 
history for the roots of her mother’s schizophrenia. In her mother’s 
final years, Grace learned to cook dishes from her mother’s childhood 
in order to invite the past into the present, and to hold space for 
her mother’s multiple voices. And over these shared meals, Grace 
discovered not only the things that broke the brilliant, complicated 
woman who raised her but also the things that kept her alive.

Tastes_Like_War_cover_FINAL.indd   1Tastes_Like_War_cover_FINAL.indd   1 10/5/21   12:08 PM10/5/21   12:08 PM

$17.95 • Memoir • pb • 978-1-952177-94-1 • 296 pages • Rights: World x Korea x China

TASTES LIKE WAR
A Memoir
Grace M. Cho

Finalist for the 2021 National Book Award for Nonfiction!
Over 12,000 copies sold!

“ This extraordinary book exemplifies the innovative 
potential of memoir and reimagines the role of 
scholarship in a lived life.” 

 —NATIONAL BOOK AWARD JUDGES’ CITATION

Part memoir, part sociological investigation, Tastes Like 
War is a hybrid text about one Korean American daughter’s 

search through intimate and global history for the roots of 

her mother’s schizophrenia. In her mother’s final years, 

Grace learned to cook dishes from her mother’s childhood, 

and over these shared meals, Grace discovered not only 

the things that broke the brilliant, complicated woman who 

raised her but also the things that kept her alive.
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VIOLETS
Kyung-Sook Shin
Translated by Anton Hur

“A meticulous, haunting characterization of an isolated young 
woman in crisis.” 

—BOOKLIST (starred review) 

In this novel by Man Asian Literary Prize–winning author 

KyungSook Shin, a neglected young woman experiences 

the violence and isolation of contemporary life as she 

searches for both autonomy and attachment. Told in the 

author’s signature stark prose, Violets explores psychic 

deterioration, misogyny, and marginalization, and lays bare 

the agony of erasure in late twentiethcentury Korea.

$15.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-55861-290-7 • 216 pages • Rights: US & Canada

$24.95 • Graphic novel • pb • 978-1-936932-81-8 • 248 pages • Rights: World x ANZ

APSARA ENGINE
Bishakh Som
Winner of the LA Times Award for Best Graphic Novel!
Winner of the 2021 Lambda Literary Award for LGBTQ Comics!

“ Evading standard categories and unsettling familiar 
narrative patterns, the book is a testament to how trans 
experiences can teach us entirely new ways of imagining 
our humanity.” —NPR.org

By turns fantastical and familiar, this graphic short story 

collection is immersed in questions of gender, the body, 

and existential conformity.
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$15.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-952177-89-7 • 176 pages • Rights: US & Canada 

BLOOD FEAST
The Complete Short Stories of Malika Moustadraf
Malika Moustadraf
Translated by Alice Guthrie

“Tender and cruel, insolent and profound.” —LEÏLA SLIMANI 

Malika Moustadraf (1969–2006) is a feminist icon in contemporary 

Moroccan literature, celebrated for her stark interrogation of gender 

and sexuality in North Africa. Blood Feast is a collection of her short 

fiction—a sharp provocation to patriarchal power and a celebration 

of the life and genius of one of Morocco’s preeminent writers.
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The Complete The Complete 
Short Stories Short Stories ofof  
Malika MoustadrafMalika Moustadraf

Translated by  Alice GuthrieAlice Guthrie

“ Elegantly translated in Alice Guthrie’s raw prose, Malika 
Moustadraf ’s stories are taut, the juxtapositions unex-
pected, the observations unflinching.” 

—SELMA DABBAGH, author of Out of It

“ Blood Feast is a dark, edgy, and compelling collection. 
Moustadraf ’s world is one of survivors and pugilists, 
strivers and grifters, dreamers and hustlers all hungry to 
be somewhere or something or someone else. The author 
writes their lives with poignancy and poetic grace.” 

—BIDISHA, author of The Future of Serious Art 

A feminist icon in contemporary Moroccan literature, Malika  
 Moustadraf is celebrated for her stark interrogation of 

gender and sexuality in North Africa.
Blood Feast is the complete collection of Moustadraf ’s pub

lished short fiction: haunting, visceral stories by a master of the 
genre. A teenage girl suffers through a dystopian rite of passage; 
a man with kidney disease makes desperate attempts to secure 
treatment; and a mother schemes to ensure her daughter passes 
a virginity test.

Delighting in vibrant sensory detail and rich slang, Mousta
draf takes an unflinching look at the gendered body, social class, 
illness, double standards, and desire, as lived by a diverse cast 
of characters. Blood Feast is a sharp provocation to patriar
chal power and a celebration of the life and genius of one of 
Morocco’s preeminent writers.

ISBN 978-1-952177-89-7     $15.95 US

THE FEMINIST PRESS
AT THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

FEMINISTPRESS.ORG
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“ Tender and cruel,  
insolent and profound.”

—LEÏLA SLIMANI

$16.95 • Nonfiction/essays • pb • 978-1-936932-93-1 • 192 pages • Rights: US & Canada

$16.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-952177-86-6 • 168 pages • Rights: World English

GRIEVING
Dispatches from a Wounded Country
Cristina Rivera Garza
Translated by Sarah Booker

Finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award for Criticism! 

“ A lucid, poignant collection of essays and poetry. . . . Love letters to 
writing itself, and to the power of language.” 

—NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW 

An acclaimed collection of short crónicas, journalism, and personal 

essays on systemic violence in contemporary Mexico. 

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
Mahsa Mohebali
Translated by Mariam Rahmani

Shortlisted for the 2022 National Translation Award in Prose!

“A brilliant and jarring portrait of contemporary Iran.” 

—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

Disillusioned, wealthy, and addicted to opium, Shadi wakes up one 

day to apocalyptic earthquakes in Tehran and roams the crumbling 

city in search of her next fix. In Case of Emergency is Mahsa Mohe

bali’s groundbreaking novel about Iranian counterculture, global 

capitalism, and the authoritarian state.

Can writing, in fact, be something that  
acts against fear or terror?

“ A probing meditation on the violence being waged on the poor, 
marginalized, overlooked, and downtrodden in Mexico and the 
borderlands. Cristina Rivera Garza dissects the misnamed drug war, 
the epidemic of femicides and misogyny, the capitalistic wrecking 
ball, the Gadarene charge of climate change, and the scourge of 
pandemic. At once a gorgeous elegy, a clarion call to action, and a 
revindication of the human spirit.”
—JOHN WASHINGTON, The Dispossessed

“ Laying bare the foundations of state violence and collective trauma 
while also imploring its readers to imagine the world we want to 
live in, Grieving is the perfect book to accompany us through these 
uncertain times.” 
—ROSA ALCALÁ, Undocumentaries

“ A bold, luminous collection from Mexico’s most impressive essayist  
and writer.”
—LINA MERUANE, Seeing Red

“ Sarah Booker’s translation recreates the urgency of Rivera Garza’s 
prose with exceptional vitality.”
—IDRA NOVEY, Those Who Knew

“ Grieving is a major reckoning with violence in contemporary 
Mexico, and its relevance, like the causes of the crisis, 
extends far beyond the border. A brilliant work.”
—RUBÉN MARTÍNEZ

ISBN 978-1-936932-93-1     $16.95 US

THE FEMINIST PRESS
AT THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

FEMINISTPRESS.ORG

ISBN 978-1-952177-86-6     $16.95 US

THE FEMINIST PRESS
AT THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

FEMINISTPRESS.ORG

“Brilliant and highly original. The  
quest of this novel’s acerbic antiheroine  

creates page-turning tension, but resist turning 
the pages too quickly, lest you miss the  

myriad and complexity of flavors.” 

—BINNIE KIRSHENBAUM,  
author of Rabbits for Food

“A macabre urban carnival of a novel  
offering a rare visceral glimpse  

into contemporary Iran.” 

—NATASHA WIMMER,  
translator of The Savage Detectives

W hat do you do when the world is falling 
apart and you’re in withdrawal? Disillu-

sioned, wealthy, and addicted to opium, Shadi 
wakes up one day to apocalyptic earthquakes 
and a dangerously low stash. Outside, Tehran is 
crumbling: yuppies flee in bumper-to-bumper 
traffic as the masses rise up to claim the city as 
theirs. Shadi flits between her dysfunctional 
family and her depressed friends, roaming 
the streets cross-dressed to evade hijab laws in 
search of her next fix.

Mahsa Mohebali’s groundbreaking novel 
about Iranian counterculture is a satirical por-
trait of the disaster that is contemporary life. 
Weaving together gritty vernacular and cine-
matic prose, In Case of Emergency takes a darkly 
humorous, scathing look at the authoritarian 
state, global capitalism, and the gender binary.

“At turns hilarious and deeply unnerving, this is contemporary  
Tehran as never seen before.” —JUSTIN TORRES
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$19.95 • Nonfiction • pb • 978-1-952177-82-8 • 296 pages • Rights: World

WE WERE THERE
The Third World Women’s Alliance and the Second Wave
Patricia Romney
Foreword by Farah Ameen

“ We are deeply indebted to Patricia Romney for helping to generate a 
record of the Alliance’s pioneering contributions.”  —ANGELA Y. DAVIS 

Interweaving oral history, scholarly research, and firstperson mem

oir, We Were There documents the essential contributions of the 

Third World Women’s Alliance—a bicoastal, women of color–led, 

revolutionary feminist organization in the US—to the feminist move

ment of the 1970s. 

FOREWORD BY FARAH AMEENFOREWORD BY FARAH AMEEN

“We are deeply indebted to Patricia Romney for helping to generate a record of the  
Alliance’s pioneering contributions, thus ensuring its revolutionary legacies live on.” 

—ANGELA Y. DAVIS

ISBN 978-1-952177-82-8    $19.95 US

“We Were There is the ‘origin story’ we’ve been  
waiting for. Those radical sister foremothers shaped for 

themselves an utterly prescient politic—one to which the 
tenets of This Bridge Called My Back, ‘intersectionality,’ 

and transnational feminism remain beholden.”  

—CHERRÍE MORAGA

“Engaging and inspiring, We Were There gives  
us an important insider’s view of the Third World Women’s 

Alliance and the powerful sisterhood that transformed the lives 
of so many women. Now more than ever, we need the voices of 

women of color activists to speak across generations  
and share their lessons learned.” 

—BEVERLY DANIEL TATUM  

From 1970 to 1980, the Third World Women’s Alliance 
lived the dream of third world feminism. The small 
bicoastal organization was one of the earliest groups 
to advocate for what came to be known as intersec-

tional activism, arguing that women of color faced a “triple 
jeopardy” of race, gender, and class oppression. Rooted in the 
Black civil rights movement, the TWWA pushed the women’s 
movement to address issues such as sterilization abuse, infant 
mortality, welfare, and wage exploitation, and challenged third 
world activist organizations to address sexism in their ranks. 
The TWWA’s international analysis focused on the effects of 
US foreign and military policy on the lives of third world people 
worldwide, declaring that US activists had an important role to 
play in “global sisterhood.” 

Interweaving oral history, scholarly and archival research, 
and first-person memoir, We Were There documents how 
the TWWA shaped and defined second wave feminism, and 
highlights the essential contributions of women of color to the 
movement. This historical resource will inspire activists today 
and tomorrow, and remind a new generation that solidarity is 
the only way forward.

The Third WorldThe Third World
Women’s Alliance &Women’s Alliance &

the Second Wavethe Second Wave

$24.95 • Nonfiction anthology • pb • 978-1-55861-285-3 • 328 pages • Rights: World

WE TOO
Essays on Sex Work and Survival
Edited by Natalie West, with Tina Horn
Foreword by Selena the Stripper 

“ This book and its fierce creators are ready to change the world.” 

—BOOKLIST (starred review)

Responding to the resurgence of the #MeToo movement in 2017, 

sex workers from across the industry complicate narratives of sexual 

harassment and violence, and expand conversations often limited to 

normative workplaces.

“ We Too ’s firsthand accounts will give perspective and nuance to the ‘sex work is 
work’ conversation in this new era of informed consent.” 

—LOTUS LAIN, adult performer and sex worker rights advocate

“ Raw, gut-wrenching, and transformative, We Too is a powerful addition to the canon 
of books by sex workers and for sex workers and their allies.” 

— KRISTEN J. SOLLÉE, author of Witches, Sluts, Feminists: 
Conjuring the Sex Positive

“ Against a #MeToo movement that represents some at a high cost to others, We Too  
places sex workers at the front lines of an anti-violence movement for the rest of 
us. We Too ’s vision knows that the state is no ally, that freedom won’t come without 
solidarity, and that real cultures of consent will come from the ground up.” 

— HEATHER BERG, author of Porn Work: Sex, Labor,  
and Late Capitalism

“ We Too is an engrossing collection of essays—a critical resource for understanding 
the complex and diverse world of sex worker experience.” 

—ISA MAZZEI, author of Camgirl

his collection of narrative essays by sex workers presents 
a crystal-clear rejoinder: there’s never been a better time 
to fight for justice. Responding to the resurgence of the  
#MeToo movement in 2017, sex workers from across the 
industry—hookers and prostitutes, strippers and dancers, 
porn stars, cam models, Dommes and subs alike—com-
plicate narratives of sexual harassment and violence, and  
expand conversations often limited to normative workplaces.

Writing across topics such as homelessness, motherhood, and toxic 
masculinity, We Too: Essays on Sex Work and Survival gives voice to the 
fight for agency and accountability across sex industries. With contri-
butions by leading voices in the movement such as Melissa Gira Grant,  
Ceyenne Doroshow, Audacia Ray, femi babylon, April Flores, and Yin Q, 
this anthology explores sex work as work, and sex workers as laboring 
subjects in need of respect—not rescue.

“A necessary, wide-ranging, preconception-smashing collection of essays  
by writers who speak from experience within the sex industry.”  

—MELISSA FEBOS

THE FEMINIST PRESS
AT THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

FEMINISTPRESS.ORG

ISBN 978-1-55861-285-3     $24.95 US

$28.95 • Collected anthology • hc • 978-1-936932-87-0 • 256 pages • Rights: World x Korea

CELEBRATE PEOPLE’S HISTORY
The Poster Book of Resistance and Revolution
(Second Edition)
Edited by Josh MacPhee
Forewords by Charlene Carruthers and Rebecca Solnit

“ The images inside of this book weaken the stronghold that 
gatekeepers to history hold over our lives.” —CHARLENE CARRUTHERS

From the ancient Secession of the Plebs to the 2017 protests of the 

Confederate Soldiers Monument in Durham—these posters pay trib

ute to the longstanding human legacy of revolution, creative activ

ism, and grassroots organizing.
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$17.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-952177-84-2 • 264 pages • Rights: World English

SLUG
And Other Stories
Megan Milks

These stories slip and slide between mediums—from video games to 

fan fiction, body horror to choose your own adventure—as characters 

cycle through giddying changes in gender, physiology, species, and 

identity.

“Megan Milks is the most interesting prose writer  
working today. Milks stans fanfic and lights a million candles  
at the altar of queer and trans experimental literature. This  

collection will permanently change the way you read.” 
—ANDREA LAWLOR, author of  

Paul Takes the Form of a Mortal Girl

A woman metamorphoses into a giant slug; another quite 
literally eats her heart out; a wasp falls in love with an 
orchid; and hair starts sprouting from the walls. These 

stories slip and slide between mediums—from video games to fan 
fiction, body horror to choose your own adventure—as characters 
cycle through giddying changes in gender, physiology, species, and 
identity. Finally back in print, Slug and Other Stories is a revised 
edition of the author’s debut collection, and a testament to the 
messy antilogic of queer feelings by a revelatory new voice. 

“Milks both critiques and indulges in pop-culture  
forms and does so while saying profound things about  

trans bodies, intimacy, and vulnerability.”
 —JEANNE THORNTON, author of Summer Fun

“Slug and Other Stories invents an eroticism that explodes binaries  
in ways that are both destabilizing and a real turn-on. ” 

—DODIE BELLAMY, author of  
When the Sick Rule the World 

“These stories are pure force: they norm deviance,  
make violence effulgent, ungender and regender sexualities.” 

—LILY HOANG, author of A Bestiary

“A gory and gorgeous mess.” —AMBER DAWN

ISBN 978-1-952177-84-2    $17.95 US

$17.95 • Memoir • pb • 978-1-55861-230-3 • 288 pages • Rights: US & Canada

ILL FEELINGS
Alice Hattrick

“A deeply personal, thoroughly researched, philosophical memoir.” 

—SHELF AWARENESS

Suffused with a generative, transcendent rage, Alice Hattrick’s 

genrebending debut is a moving and defiant exploration of life with 

a medically unexplained illness.

$18.95 • Memoir • pb • 978-1-55861-288-4 • 240 pages • Rights: World English

“ Zucker delivers an illuminating discussion of miscarriage in 
her strikingly intimate debut memoir.” 

— PUBLISHERS WEEKLY  
(starred review)

“ I Had a Miscarriage is an honest, vulnerable, and important 
account of a societal issue that will never go away.” 

— EVETTE DIONNE,  
editor in chief of Bitch Media

“ This is a book for everyone whose life has been touched by 
the loss of a pregnancy.” 

— CAROL GILLIGAN,  
author of In a Different Voice

“ Dr. Zucker’s book compassionately shows that there is no 
one way to grieve a miscarriage, and in doing so normalizes 
a spectrum of mourning we don’t talk about nearly enough.” 

— LORI GOTTLIEB,  
author of Maybe You Should Talk to Someone

Sixteen weeks into her second pregnancy, psychologist Jessica  
 Zucker miscarried at home, alone. Suddenly, her career, 

spent specializing in reproductive and maternal mental 
health, was rendered corporeal, no longer just theoretical. 
She embarked on a mission to upend the strident trifecta of 
silence, shame, and stigma that surrounds reproductive loss—
and the result is her striking memoir meets manifesto.

Drawing from her psychological expertise and her work as 
the creator of the #IHadaMiscarriage campaign, while weaving  
in other people’s stories, I Had a Miscarriage is an urgent re-
minder of the power of speaking openly and unapologetic ally 
about the complexities of our lives.

“A much-needed call for new ways to acknowledge, grieve, and gather  
around what has been an exclusively private pain for too long.” 

—ANNA SALE, author of Let’s Talk About Hard Things

THE FEMINIST PRESS
AT THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

FEMINISTPRESS.ORG

ISBN 978-1-55861-288-4     $18.95 US
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I HAD A MISCARRIAGE
A Memoir, a Movement
Jessica Zucker

Over 5,000 copies sold!

“ Miscarriage survivors will find affirmation and hope in this stirring 
account.”  —PUBLISHERS WEEKLY (starred review)

Drawing from her expertise, personal experience, and work as the 

creator of the #IHadaMiscarriage campaign, Jessica Zucker’s mem

oir meets manifesto is a heartwrenching, thoughtprovoking, and 

validating book about navigating the vitality of truth telling.
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$17.95 • Children’s • hc • 978-1-936932-77-1 • 48 pages • Rights: World

By/por Leticia Hernández-Linares and the Rise-Home Stories Project
Illustrated by/ilustrado por Robert Liu-Trujillo

Translated by/traducido por Carla España

Alejandria Fights Back! 
¡La lucha de Alejandria!

ISBN 978-1-55861-704-9     $16.95 US

Alejandria Fights Back! 
¡La lucha de Alejandria!

THE 
FEMINIST 
PRESS
AT THE CITY UNIVERSITY  
OF NEW YORK

FEMINISTPRESS.ORG

For nine-year-old Alejandria, home isn’t just the apartment she shares 
with Mami and her abuela, Tita, but rather the whole neighborhood. 

Home is the bakery where Ms. Beatrice makes yummy picos; the sidewalk 
where Ms. Alicia sells flowers with her little dog, Duende; and the corner 
store with friendly Mr. Amir.

But lately the city has been changing, and rent prices are going up. 
Many people in el barrio are leaving because they can no longer afford 
their homes, and “For Sale” signs are popping up everywhere. Then the 
worst thing happens: Mami receives a letter saying they’ll have to move 
out too.

Alejandria knows it isn’t fair, but she’s not about to give up and leave. 
Join Alejandria as she brings her community together to fight and save 
their neighborhood!

Para Alejandria de nueve años, el hogar no es sólo el apartamento que 
comparte con Mami y su abuela, Tita, sino más bien todo el barrio. 

El hogar es la panadería donde la Sra. Beatrice hace unos ricos picos; 
la vereda donde la Sra. Alicia vende flores con su perrito, Duende; y la 
pulpería con el amistoso Sr. Amir.

Pero últimamente la ciudad ha estado cambiando, y los precios de 
alquiler están subiendo. Muchas personas en el barrio se están yendo 
porque ya no pueden costear sus hogares, y letreros anunciando “Se 
Vende” están apareciendo por todos lados. Entonces ocurre lo peor: Mami 
recibe una carta diciendo que ellas también tendrán que mudarse.

Alejandria sabe que no es justo, pero no está dispuesta a darse por 
vencida e irse. ¡Únete a Alejandria mientras ella reúne a su comunidad 
para luchar y salvar su barrio!

Alejandria_Fights_Back_cover_FINAL.indd   1Alejandria_Fights_Back_cover_FINAL.indd   1 2/1/21   5:00 PM2/1/21   5:00 PM

$17.95 • Children’s • hc • 978-1-55861-704-9 • 48 pages • Rights: World

ALEJANDRIA FIGHTS BACK! /  
¡LA LUCHA DE ALEJANDRIA!
Leticia Hernández-Linares  
and the Rise-Home Stories Project
Illustrated by Robert Liu-Trujillo

This bilingual picture book follows nineyearold Alejandria 

as she brings her community together to fight and save 

their neighborhood from gentrification!

Estoy afuera de la pulpería del Sr. Amir terminando mi 
raspado cuando escucho a alguien gritar “¡Ale!” Es mi mejor 
amigo, Edgar. Estaba visitando a su abuela en Guatemala,  
y siento como si él hubiera estado lejos por una eternidad. 
“¿Qué me perdí?” pregunta Edgar.

“Qué verano tan laaargo,” le digo, y comienzo a contarle la 
historia de cómo casi perdimos nuestro hogar. 

I’m outside Mr. Amir’s finishing my raspado when I hear 
someone shout “Ale!” It’s my best friend, Edgar. He was 
visiting his grandma in Guatemala, and it feels like he’s been 
gone forever. “What did I miss?” Edgar asks. 

“It’s been a looong summer,” I say, and launch into the story 
of how we almost lost our home. 

6 7

Se me olvidó lo que quería decir, así que alcé mi dibujo del 
barrio. 

“Mi nombre es Alejandria, y nací aquí mismo en Parkwood. 
Quiero mostrarles que nuestro hogar no es sólo nuestro 
apartamento sino todo nuestro barrio. Mami, Tita, Julian, 
la Sra. Beatrice, el Sr. Amir, la Sra. Alicia, Duende . . . somos 
como una familia grande, y queremos quedarnos aquí. Como 
dice mi Tita, todos debemos de tener un lugar que podamos 
decir que es nuestro hogar, no importa cuánto dinero 
tengamos. Espero que puedan hacer una ley sobre esto.” 

Cuando terminé, vi que Mami estaba llorando y sonriendo a 
la misma vez.

I forgot what I wanted to say, so I held up my drawing of the 
neighborhood. 

“My name is Alejandria, and I was born right here in 
Parkwood. I want to show you that our home is not just our 
apartment but our whole neighborhood. Mami, Tita, Julian, 
Ms. Beatrice, Mr. Amir, Ms. Alicia, Duende . . . we’re like a big 
family, and we want to stay here. Like my Tita says, everyone 
should have a place to call home, no matter how much money 
they have. I hope you can make a law about that.” 

When I finished, I saw that Mami was crying and smiling at 
the same time.

34 35
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“ Boys are meant to wear pink if it fills them with bliss. 

Anyone who says different you’ll have to dismiss. 

And girls can wear blue, and be powerful too. 

All these ‘boy’ rules and ‘girl’ rules just simply aren’t true!

“ Did you know that some girl-kids inside feel like boys? 

And that lots of boy-children have fierce, girlish poise? 

That some children have both boy and girl in their heart? 

And some kids have neither, a new gender they’ll start?”
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TABITHA AND MAGOO  
DRESS UP TOO 
Michelle Tea
Illustrated by Ellis van der Does

With the help of the magical drag 

queen Morgana, siblings Tabitha and 

Magoo learn to defy restrictive gender 

roles and celebrate being themselves.

Tabitha and Magoo love to play dress up in 

their room. Tabitha uses her brother’s shirts 

to make superhero capes, and Magoo uses his 

sister’s frilly skirts to fashion gowns. They’re 

disappointed to think they can’t go outside in 

their new outfits, but then the gorgeous drag 

queen Morgana magically appears! 

With their new friend’s help, they learn to 

defy restrictive gender roles and celebrate 

being themselves. The trio, dressed in colorful 

costumes and riding in a flying car, then heads 

to the local library for a diverse and fun-filled 

story time.

MICHELLE TEA is the author of several works 

for young readers, including Mermaid in 

Chelsea Creek and the Astro Pals picture book 

series. A prolific literary organizer in queer and 

feminist communities, she founded RADAR 

Productions, Drag Queen Story Hour, and 

the Amethyst Editions imprint at the Feminist 

Press. She lives in Los Angeles.

ELLIS VAN DER DOES is a Dutch illustrator and 

designer based in London.

ISBN 978-1-936932-77-1     $17.95 US

But on one special day while Tabitha practiced her powers

and Magoo stumbled about in Mom’s heels, high as towers,

they laid eyes on a visitor they’d never before seen—

a gorgeous, ginormous, fantastic Drag Queen!
Tabitha and M

agoo D
ress U

p Too

$17.95 US / $23.99 CAN

Written by Michelle Tea
Illustrated by Ellis van der Does
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$16.95 • Children’s • hc • 978-1-936932-00-9 • 48 pages • Rights: World x Peru x Brazil

HOW MAMAS LOVE THEIR BABIES
Juniper Fitzgerald 
Illustrated by Elise Peterson

Illustrating the myriad ways that mothers provide for their 
children, this picture book is the first to depict a sexworker 
parent. It provides an expanded notion of working mothers 
and challenges the idea that only some jobs result in good 
parenting.AT THE CITY UNIVERSITY 

OF NEW YORK
FEMINISTPRESS.ORG

ISBN 978-193693-200-9 $16.95

WRITTEN BY

Juniper Fitzgerald
ILLUSTRATED BY 

Elise Peterson
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$19.95 • Nonfiction • pb • 978-1-936932-84-9 • 176 pages • Rights: World

PARENTING FOR LIBERATION
A Guide for Raising Black Children
Trina Greene Brown

“ Anyone curious about how to walk with a child through tumultuous 
times needs to read this book now.” 

—DANI McCLAIN

Speaking directly to parents raising Black children in a world of 

racialized violence, this guidebook combines powerful storytelling 

with practical exercises, encouraging readers to imagine methods of 

parenting rooted in liberation rather than fear.

TRINA GREENE BROWN is the 
creator of Parenting for Liberation, 
a virtual platform launched in 2016 
featuring blogs and podcasts that 
aim to connect, inspire, and uplift 
Black parents. An activist and mother 
of two, she is also a member of the 
Resonance Network and the Move to 
End Violence. With an ethos rooted 
in community and collaboration, 
she cultivates cross-organizational 
partnerships aimed at building an 
inclusive gender and racial justice 
movement. She was recently named 
the 2017 Black Feminist Rising by 
Black Women’s Blueprint and an 
Inspirational Parent in 2018 by 
CADRE. Brown has contributed to 
“On Parenting” for the Washington 
Post, as well as two anthologies on 
the intersection of motherhood and 
activism. ISBN 978-1-936932-84-9     $19.95 US

THE FEMINIST PRESS
AT THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

FEMINISTPRESS.ORG

“Trina Greene Brown’s Parenting for Liberation allows all of us to raise Black children  
to be their most liberated selves, and ultimately helps us be more free too.”

 —MIA BIRDSONG, author of How We Show Up:  
Reclaiming Family, Friendship, and Community 

“As a  ‘ woke ’ Black mom, I’ve been on a never-ending quest to find  a book  
that would enable me to shift my parenting lens from one based on trauma to  

one of freedom and joy. Trina  Greene Brown  has written that book! ”

—A. ROCHAUN MEADOWS-FERNANDEZ,  
writer for “On Parenting,” Washington Post

Speaking directly to parents  
 raising Black children in a 

world of police brutality, racialized 
violence, and disenfranchisement, 
Parenting for Liberation combines 
powerful storytelling with 
practical exercises, encouraging 
readers to imagine parenting 
methods rooted in liberation 
rather than fear.

This guide fills a critical gap in 
currently available resources for 
parenting. Pairing personal stories 
from the Parenting for Liberation 
podcast with open-ended prompts 
designed to inspire reflection 
and creativity, this book provides 
insight for those seeking to 
dismantle harmful narratives 
about Black families, initiate 
difficult conversations on social 
issues with their children, and find 
community with other parents 
who share their struggle.

A guide for guardians  A guide for guardians  
of Black children,  of Black children,  

including firsthand accounts,  including firsthand accounts,  
practical guidance, and  practical guidance, and  
exercises for empowered  exercises for empowered  

and liberated  and liberated  
parenting methods.parenting methods.
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Author photograph by Jayia Kim
Cover art and photograph collage by Amir Khadar

A guide for guardians  
of Black children,  

including firsthand accounts,  
practical guidance, and  
exercises for empowered  

and liberated  
parenting methods.
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$14.95 • Children’s • hc • 978-1-55861-940-1 • 192 pages • Rights: World x Brazil

FEMINIST FOLKTALES SERIES 
Edited by Ethel Johnston Phelps
Illustrated by Suki Boynton
Introductions by Gayle Forman, Kate Schatz, Daniel José Older,  
and Renée Watson

Bringing readers tales from China, Sudan, Norway, Peru, and beyond, 
this bestselling fourvolume series reminds us that girls and women 
everywhere have been the heroes of their own stories for centuries.

What might we dream of  
after reading these tales?

In Kamala, the second volume in  
the Feminist Folktales series, stories 
from countries such as India, Peru, 

China, and Ireland follow clever, 
outspoken heroines—demonstrating  

how the courage and power of women 
hold our world together.

“Who stole these fierce,  
bawdy stories from the mouths of  

mothers and transformed the strong  
girls into damsels in distress? Who cast  
the spell . . . and how do we break it?  

With books like this, obviously!”

—Kate Schatz,  
Rad American Women A–Z

KAMALA
FEMINIST FOLKTALES FROM AROUND THE WORLD

ETHEL JOHNSTON PHELPS
Introduction by KATE SCHATZ | With illustrations by SUKI BOYNTON
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$16.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-936932-48-1 • 176 pages • Rights: World English

MARS
Stories
Asja Bakić 
Translated by Jennifer Zoble

“ Asja Bakić is a major talent.” —JEFF VANDERMEER

Mars showcases a series of twisted, dystopic universes where every char
acter is tasked with making sense of their strange reality. 

MARS

Stories by Asja Bakić
Translated by Jennifer Zoble

$17.95 • Memoir • pb • 978-1-952177-92-7 • 256 pages • Rights: World

WE ARE BRIDGES
A Memoir
Cassandra Lane

“ An exceptional memoir of self-discovery through family histories.” 
—FOREWORD REVIEWS (starred review)

When Cassandra Lane becomes pregnant at thirtyfive, the knowledge 
sends her on a poignant exploration of family history, weaving personal 
narrative and speculation together to build a path for her future child.

spine width to be determined

“A multiangled exploration of family trauma  
and the forging of an identity.” 

—KIRKUS REVIEWS

W hen Cassandra Lane becomes pregnant at thirty-five, the 
knowledge sends her on a poignant exploration of memory 
in order to prepare for motherhood. We Are Bridges is the 

realization of this journey, a memoir that weaves personal narrative 
and speculation together in order to rescue the lives of Cassandra’s 
great-grandparents, Mary Magdalene Magee and Burt Bridges, from 
historical erasure. Shifting between present-day Los Angeles and the 
early twentieth-century South, We Are Bridges is Cassandra Lane’s love 
letter to her ancestors, a declaration of her own story, and a lyrical 
blueprint for her child’s future. 

“In this evocative memoir, the tradition of Black women’s storytelling 
leaps forward into fresh, daring, and excitingly new territory.”

—BRIDGETT M. DAVIS, author of  
The World according to Fannie Davis

“In We Are Bridges, Cassandra Lane shows us that family—Black 
family—is a blazing kaleidoscope of legacy and memory, reflections 

illuminated by this talented writer’s acuity and tenderness.” 
—DANA JOHNSON, author of Elsewhere, California 

“Cassandra Lane stretches the boundaries of traditional memoir.  
This is an important, beautiful work.” 

—LOLIS ERIC ELIE, former columnist for the Times-Picayune 

“We Are Bridges is a love story, a book of how—in spite of  
every obstacle—Black people still make themselves vulnerable  

enough to take the leap and fall in (and survive!) love.” 
—JERICHO BROWN, author of The Tradition

ISBN 978-1-952177-92-7     $17.95 US
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A WELL-READ BLACK GIRL BOOK CLUB PICK

W hen you’re black and female in America, society’s 
rules were never meant to make you safe or free. 

Camille Acker’s relatable yet unexpected characters break 
down the walls of respectability politics, showing that the 
only way for black women to be free is to be themselves.

“Acker perfectly captures the varied experiences  
of her characters, making clear that each of [their] lives  
is worth exploring individually, and valued as being one  

shining part of the ocean of human experience.”
—NYLON

“This flawlessly executed work reinvigorates  
the short fiction genre.” 

—BUST 

“Training School for Negro Girls is a symphony of story:  
the clear, true voices of girls and women shaping who they might  

be against the constraints of the weights and counterweights  
of race and history and gender. Marvelous.” 

—VERONICA CHAMBERS

“With fresh portrayals, vivid prose,  
and real attitude, we see Washington, DC, anew,  

as a backdrop for black girls coming into their own.” 
—BRIDGETT M. DAVIS

ISBN 978-1-936932-37-5  $17.95 US

“A timely, welcome book.” —THE MILLIONS

$17.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-936932-37-5 • 232 pages • Rights: World

TRAINING SCHOOL FOR NEGRO GIRLS
Camille Acker

Over 7,000 copies sold!

When you’re Black and female in America, society’s rules were never 
meant to make you safe or free. Camille Acker’s relatable yet unexpected 
characters break down the walls of respectability politics, showing that 
the only way for Black women to be free is to be themselves.

$16.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-936932-25-2 • 176 pages • Rights: World

LOVE WAR STORIES
Ivelisse Rodriguez

Finalist for the 2019 PEN/Faulkner Award for Fiction! 

This poignant, streetsmart collection follows idealistic teenagers and 
weary mothers battling over what it means to be a Puerto Rican woman 
in love.

WINNER 
The Louise Meriwether  
First Book Prize
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 $15.95 • Nonfiction • pb • 978-1-55861-607-3 • 464 pages • Rights: World x Korea

WOMEN WHO KILL
Ann Jones

“Stunning, revealing, provoking.” —VOGUE 

From Lizzie Borden to Jean Harris to Aileen Wuornos, this legendary 
bestseller and riveting investigation will change the ways you think about 
crime and punishment.

AMONG THE WHITE MOON FACES
An Asian-American Memoir of Homelands
Shirley Geok-lin Lim

Feminist Press Lifetime Achievement Award Winner!

Shirley Geoklin Lim’s memoir is a courageously frank and deeply affect
ing account of a Malaysian girlhood and of the making of an Asian Amer
ican woman, writer, and teacher.

$16.95 • Memoir • pb • 978-1-55861-179-5 • 248 pages • Rights: World x Asia x ANZ

$15.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-936932-82-5 • 128 pages • Rights: World English x UK

COCKFIGHT
María Fernanda Ampuero
Translated by Frances Riddle

Thirteen stories explore domestic horrors and everyday violence, providing 

an intimate and unflinching portrait of twentyfirstcentury Latin America.

translated by translated by Frances RiddleFrances Riddle

“Ampuero’s literary voice is tough and beautiful at once:  
her stories are exquisite and dangerous objects.” 

—YURI HERRERA

ISBN 978-1-936932-82-5     $15.95 US

THE FEMINIST PRESS
AT THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

FEMINISTPRESS.ORG

“Offering a glaring view of the impact of  
misogynistic violence and oppression, this will  
appeal to fans of unrepentant feminist fiction.” 

—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY 

“Brutal! Very intense.” 
—MARIANA ENRÍQUEZ,  

author of Things We Lost in the Fire

“Ampuero is a writer of great power  
that the entire Americas will have to  

deal with for decades to come.” 
—ERNESTO QUIÑONEZ, author of Bodega Dreams

In lucid and compelling prose, Ecuadorian writer María 

Fernanda Ampuero sheds light on the grotesque real-

ities of the home—family, coming-of-age, religion, and 

class struggle. A family’s maids witness a horrible cycle 

of abuse, a girl is auctioned off by a gang of criminals, 

and two sisters find themselves at the mercy of their 

spiteful brother.  With violence masquerading as love, 

the characters  in these stories spend their lives  trapped  

reenacting their past traumas.

Named one of the ten best fiction books of 2018 by 

the  New York Times en Español,  Cockfight  explores the 

power of the home to both create and destroy those 

within it.

Cockfight_full_cover.indd   1Cockfight_full_cover.indd   1 1/29/20   3:34 PM1/29/20   3:34 PM

$15.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-936932-70-2 • 176 pages • Rights: US & Canada

“A  magn i f i c en t  gem.”
— j e n n i f e r  c r o f t

ISBN 978-1-936932-70-2     $15.95 US

“ Beautifully written, visceral, and ecstatic. Unafraid, as 
angels might be, to bear witness to the force of entropy  
pulling us all toward death.” 

—PRETI TANEJA, author of We That Are Young

A chance encounter on Portobello Road incites an  
 unsettling, magnetic attraction between Mary, a 

seventy-five-year-old white British spinster, and Cub, 
a thirteen-year-old Jamaican boy from Brixton. As 
dementia overtakes her reality, Mary clings to phan-
toms, latching on to Cub and channeling her remain-
ing energy into their relationship. But their macabre  
romance comes to a horrific climax as white suprem-
acy, desperation, and class conflict explode on the 
streets of London.

The Living Days encapsulates Ananda Devi’s daring, 
unflinching talent and paints an unforgettable portrait 
of an increasingly nationalistic metropolis.

Living_Days_full_cover.indd   1 8/7/19   12:48 PM

THE LIVING DAYS
Ananda Devi
Translated by Jeffrey Zuckerman

Winner of a 2019 French Voices Award!

This novel of post9/11 London is a masterful dissection of racism, aging, 

and the perturbing nature of desire.
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$14.95 • Nonfiction • pb • 978-1-936932-31-3 • 128 pages • Rights: World x Brazil x Spain x Turkey x UK

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO REMAIN FAT
Virgie Tovar

Over 10,000 copies sold!

Virgie Tovar’s manifesto isn’t about body positivity—it’s calling for a fat 
revolution.

$17.95 • Memoir • pb • 978-1-936932-85-6 • 320 pages • Rights: World

THE NAMES OF ALL THE FLOWERS
A Memoir
Melissa Valentine

“A poignant, painful, and gorgeous memoir.” —ALICIA GARZA

A lyrical recounting of a life lost, Melissa Valentine’s debut is an inti
mate portrait of a family fractured by the schooltoprison pipeline and an 
enduring love letter to an adored older brother.

WINNER 
The Louise Meriwether  
First Book Prize

$14.95 • Nonfiction/self-help • pb • 978-1-936932-29-0 • 136 pages • Rights: World

YOUR ART WILL SAVE YOUR LIFE
Beth Pickens

Over 10,000 copies sold! 

A candid and encouraging guidebook about creating art in times of politi
cal upheaval, censorship, and oppression. 

$22.95 • Nonfiction • pb • 978-1-55861-837-4 • 432 pages • Rights: World English

TESTO JUNKIE
Sex, Drugs, and Biopolitics in the Pharmacopornographic Era
Paul B. Preciado
Translated by Bruce Benderson

In this penetrating analysis of gender, Preciado shows the ways in which 

the synthesis of hormones since the 1950s has fundamentally changed 

how gender and sexual identity are formulated, and how the pharmaceu

tical and pornographic industries are in the business of creating desire.

TESTO JUNKIE
PAUL B. PRECIADO

“ Testo Junkie is a wild ride. Preciado leaves the identity politics of 
taking T to others, and instead, in the tradition of William S. Burroughs, 
Kathy Acker, and Jean Genet, he conducts a wild textual experiment. 
The results are spectacular. . . . The gendered body will never be the 
same again.”

—JACK HALBERSTAM, author of THE QUEER ART OF FAILURE 

“ Preciado’s brilliant book oscillates between high theory and the surging 
rush of testosterone. Flush with elegant theoretical formulations, 
lascivious sex narratives, and astute histories of gender, Testo Junkie 
is a key text to comprehend the deep interconnectedness of sex and 
drugs today.”

—JOSÉ ESTEBAN MUÑOZ, author of CRUISING UTOPIA

What constitutes a “real” man or woman in the twenty-first century? 
Since birth control pills, erectile dysfunction remedies, and factory-

made testosterone and estrogen were developed, biology is definitely no 
longer destiny.

In this penetrating analysis of gender, Paul B. Preciado shows the ways 
in which the synthesis of hormones since the 1950s has fundamentally 
changed how gender and sexual identity are formulated, and how the 
pharmaceutical and pornography industries are in the business of creating 
desire. This riveting continuation of Michel Foucault’s The History of 
Sexuality also includes Preciado’s diaristic account of using testosterone 
every day for one year, and its mesmerizing impact on the body as well as 
the imagination.

PAUL B. PRECIADO is one of the leading thinkers in 
the study of gender and sexuality. He is the author 
of Manifiesto contrasexual and Pornotopia: Architec-
ture and Sexuality in Playboy During the Cold War, 
which has been named a finalist for the Anagrama 
Essay Prize. He teaches at Université Paris VIII and 
is the director of the Independent Studies Program at 
the Barcelona Museum of Contemporary Art.

“Inventive, daring, and blindingly lucid, Paul B. Preciado 
opens a new branch of philosophical practice.”

—AVITAL RONELL, author of CRACK WARS

ISBN 978-155861-837-4            $22.95 US
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$19.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-936932-97-9 • 344 pages • Rights: World English

THE LIVING IS EASY
Dorothy West
With a new foreword by Morgan Jerkins

Dorothy West’s first novel and one of only a handful to be published 
by Black women during the 1940s, The Living Is Easy is the powerful, 
fiercely satirical story of Cleo Judson, daughter of Southern sharecroppers, 
who is determined to integrate into Boston’s Black elite.

WITH A NEW FOREWORD BY MORGAN JERKINS

THELiving EasyIS
A Novel

The Living Is Easy
DOROTHY  

W
EST

A cult classic by one of
the Harlem Renaissance’s

youngest members. 

T he Living Is Easy, Dorothy West’s first novel and 
one of only a handful to be published by Black 
women in the forties, tells the story of Cleo Judson, 

daughter of Southern sharecroppers, who is obsessively 
determined to integrate herself and her daughter, Judy, 
into Boston’s Black elite. Married to the “Black Banana 
King” Bart Judson, Cleo meanwhile maneuvers her three 
sisters and their children—but not their husbands—into 
living with her, attempting to re-create her original family 
in a newly rented ten-room mansion. 

Witty, satirical, and razor-sharp in its depiction of race 
and class in early twentieth-century Boston, this “pow-
erful work” (Essence) features a new foreword by author 
Morgan Jerkins. 

THE FEMINIST PRESS
AT THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

FEMINISTPRESS.ORG

ISBN 978-1-936932-97-9     $19.95 US

$15.95 • Fiction • hc/pb • 978-1-55861-904-3 • 392 pages • Rights: World x Ukraine x Russia

THE COSMOPOLITANS
Sarah Schulman 

A gay Black man and a straight white woman build an intimate friend
ship as outsiders in 1950s Greenwich Village. Based on Balzac’s Cousin 
Bette, the novel portrays the corrosive influence of oppressive systems on 
individual lives and relationships. It explores the pain of family shunning, 
representations of people of color, and class dynamics. 
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S A R A H  S C H U L M A N
a novel by

ISBN 978-155861-904-3                         $15.95 US

“Vivid and moving. Novels about the past that can  
celebrate it with intelligence rather than nostalgia are  

rare and are themselves to be celebrated.”
—SAMUEL R. DELANY, author of  

Through the Valley of the Nest of Spiders

“A deep, smart, and satisfying novel.”
—RABIH ALAMEDDINE, author of An Unnecessary Woman

“This novel is book club gold—weighty dilemmas,  
unforgettable characters, and a roller-coaster plot!” 

—TAYARI JONES, author of Silver Sparrow

“The psychological insights Schulman shares with artful simplicity  
will shatter your heart. A masterpiece.”

—MICHELLE TEA, author of How to Grow Up

reenwich Village, 1958. Earl, a black, gay actor, and Bette, a white 

secretary, have been neighbors for thirty years, forming a deep bond 

as refugees from small-minded hometowns. But when Hortense, 

a wealthy young actress with links to Bette’s painful past, shows 

up, Earl and Bette’s hard-won assumptions are shaken to the core. The 

Cosmopolitans is a beautifully written, page-turning novel about friendship, 

love, and revenge set in the disappeared world of 1950s New York.

G

$17.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-936932-95-5 • 440 pages • Rights: US & Canada

“ A celebration of identity, queer love, messy families,  
and the ferocity of want. I love this book’s expansive 
heart, nuance, and radiant joy.” 
—T KIRA MADDEN

“Smart, honest, compassionate,  
and tender, A World Between  

is a novel of love and liberation.”
—LISA KO

“A sweet and funny take on love and growing 
up: imagine a classic rom-com, if the lead  

actors were two queer Asian women.” 
—ROWAN HISAYO BUCHANAN

“A generational breakthrough.” 
—SARAH SCHULMAN

I n 2004 college students Eleanor Suzuki and 
Leena Shah meet in an elevator. On the brink 
of adulthood, both full of possibility and big 

ideas, they fall into a whirlwind romance.  Years 
later, Eleanor and Leena collide on the streets of 
San Francisco, and the two f ind themselves irre-
sistibly pulled back together. 

A World Between follows two women as they 
navigate family, female f riendship, and their own 
f raught history—unfolding into a new kind of love 
story for a millennial, immigrant America.

THE FEMINIST PRESS
AT THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

FEMINISTPRESS.ORG

ISBN 978-1-936932-95-5     $17.95 US
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A WORLD BETWEEN 
A Novel
Emily Hashimoto

In 2004 college students Eleanor Suzuki and Leena Shah meet in an 
elevator and fall into a whirlwind romance. A World Between chronicles 
the next thirteen years in Eleanor’s and Leena’s lives, following these two 
young immigrant women as they navigate family, female friendship, and 
their own fraught history.

$16.95 • Fiction • pb • 978-1-55861-435-2 • 144 pages • Rights: US & Canada

THE ILIAC CREST
Cristina Rivera Garza
Translated by Sarah Booker

Published for the first time in English, this Gothic novel by 2020 Mac

Arthur Fellow Cristina Rivera Garza destabilizes malefemale binaries and 

subverts literary tropes. 
Cristina

Rivera Garza

Translated by 
Sarah Booker

Afterword by 
Elena Poniatowska
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“ Rivera Garza’s novel succeeds as a suspenseful psy-
chological horror story in the vein of a David Lynch 
film or Ingmar Bergman’s Persona, as a dissolver of 
the space between genders, and as a challenge to the 
cultural erasure of the real-life Dávila. The result is 
mind-bending.” 

—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY (starred review)

On a dark and stormy night, an unnamed narrator 
is visited by two women—one a former lover, 

the other a stranger—who ruthlessly harass him and 
claim to know his greatest secret. In increasingly des-
perate attempts to defend himself, he spirals deeper 
into a haunted past of disappearance and memory.

“ Like the ocean itself, Rivera Garza writes a world 
where borders shift and dissolve. In the curves of the 
fantastic, the highest realism is born. This world is 
weird. This world is so deeply true. Reader, I love this 
wholly perfect book.”

—SAMANTHA HUNT, The Dark Dark

“ A willfully queer piece where the workings of Rivera 
Garza’s wild imagination destabilize everything.” 

—LINA MERUANE, Seeing Red

“An intelligent, beautiful story about bodies, disguised as a  
story about language, disguised as a story about night terrors.” 

—YURI HERRERA

ISBN 978-155861-435-2        $16.95 US
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$24.95 • Collected anthology • pb • 978-1-55861-283-9 • 392 pages • Rights: World

THE ECHOING IDA COLLECTION
Edited by Cynthia R. Greenlee, Kemi Alabi, and Janna Zinzi
Foreword by Michelle Duster

Echoing Ida is a writing collective of Black women and nonbinary writers 
who—like their foremother Ida B. WellsBarnett—believe the “way to right 
wrongs is to turn the light of truth upon them.” This anthology gathers the 
Echoing Ida collective’s writing for the first time, tackling topics such as 
reproductive justice, state violence, motherhood, and more.

THE FEMINIST UTOPIA PROJECT
F I F T Y- S E V E N  V I S I O N S  O F  A  W I L D LY  B E T T E R  F U T U R E

“HIGH VOLTAGE—FULL OF YOUTH, DETERMINATION, AND POWER.”—EMILY BAZELON

$19.95 • Collected anthology • pb • 978-1-55861-900-5 • 360 pages • Rights: World x Korea x Turkey

THE FEMINIST UTOPIA PROJECT 
Fifty-Seven Visions of a Wildly Better Future
Edited by Alexandra Brodsky and Rachel Kauder Nalebuff

Cuttingedge voices including Melissa HarrisPerry, Janet Mock, and 
Sheila Heti invite us to imagine the world we want. Featuring essays, 
speculative fiction, interviews, and art, The Feminist Utopia Project chal
lenges the status quo, describes affirmative visions, and exhorts us to 
demand a radically better future.

$24.95 • Nonfiction anthology • pb • 978-1-55861-943-2 • 360 pages • Rights: World x South Africa

$22.95 • Nonfiction anthology • pb • 978-1-55861-818-3 • 328 pages • Rights: World x Germany x Spain

THE CRUNK FEMINIST COLLECTION
Edited by Brittney C. Cooper, Susana M. Morris, 
and Robin M. Boylorn

Unapologetic and necessary, this collection of pop culture criticism takes 
on beauty parlor politics, prison abolition, and Rihanna. The Crunk Fem
inist Collective’s blog, with an annual readership of nearly one million, 
fosters dialogue for critical homegirls stuck between loving hip hop and 
“ratchet culture” while hating patriarchy and sexism.

THE FEMINIST PORN BOOK
The Politics of Producing Pleasure
Edited by Tristan Taormino, Celine Parreñas Shimizu, Constance Penley,  
and Mireille Miller-Young

This book addresses the fraught history of pornography and the rise of the 
antiporn movement, and identifies the importance of porn made for and 
by feminists.
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$24.95 • Nonfiction anthology • pb • 978-1-55861-898-5 • 448 pages • Rights: World

ALL THE WOMEN ARE WHITE, ALL THE BLACKS ARE MEN,  
BUT SOME OF US ARE BRAVE
Black Women’s Studies (Second Edition)
Edited by Akasha (Gloria T.) Hull, Patricia Bell-Scott, and Barbara Smith
Afterword by Brittney C. Cooper

Originally published in 1982, But Some of Us Are Brave is the first com
prehensive collection of Black feminist scholarship. 

Edited by Akasha (Gloria T.) Hull,  
Patricia Bell-Scott & Barbara Smith

New Afterword by Brittney Cooper

All the Women Are White, 
All the Blacks Are Men,

But Some of Us 
Are Brave

Black Women’s Studies

edition
2nd

“ Exciting! Affirmations and the beginning of a new era, where 
the ‘women’ in women’s studies will no longer mean ‘white.’”

—AudrE LordE

“ ‘Necessary bread’ for women of all colors. The essays contain 
not only fact and durable resources but some of the best 
writing I’ve seen around.”

—AdrIENNE rIch

isbn 978-155861-898-5           $24.95 Us
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“ It’s back! In college, Brave allowed me to see myself in 
feminism. This new edition brings this essential and still 
powerfully relevant book to a new generation.”

—VEroNIcA chAmBErs

AkAshA (GLorIA T.) huLL, BArBArA smITh,  
ANd PATrIcIA BELL-scoTT ©
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$19.95 • Collected anthology • pb • 978-1-936932-73-3 • 320 pages • Rights: US & Canada

I LOVE MYSELF WHEN I AM LAUGHING . . .
A Zora Neale Hurston Reader
Edited by Alice Walker
Introduction by Mary Helen Washington

In the 1970s Alice Walker rediscovered Zora Neale Hurston’s unmarked 

grave and anthologized her writing in this enduring collection.

 
 
 
 

“One of the greatest writers  
of our time.” 

—TONI MORRISON

During her lifetime, Zora Neale  
 Hurston was praised for her 

writing but condemned for her 
independence and audacity. She 
was one of the great writers of the 
Harlem Renaissance, yet after her 
death much of her work fell out of 
print and her literary legacy was 
defined by men more concerned 
with her behavior than with her 
merit. But, in the 1970s, Alice 
Walker lifted Hurston’s work from 
obscurity when she discovered her 
unmarked grave and anthologized 
her writing in this collection of 
folklore, essays, and fiction.

The first-ever Zora Neale  
Hurston reader, I Love Myself . . .  
established Hurston as an  
intellectual leader for future  
generations of writers, and  
ensured the continuation of her  
legacy as an American artist and  
icon. A testament to the power  
and breadth of Hurston’s oeuvre, 
the newest edition of this enduring 
text remains as vital as ever for 
readers today.

ZORA NEALE HURSTON 
(1891–1960) was a novelist, 
folklorist, and anthropologist. She 
was the author of several books 
including Jonah’s Gourd Vine, 
Their Eyes Were Watching God, 
Mules and Men, and Dust Tracks 
on a Road, as well as over fifty 
short stories, essays, and plays. 
She attended Howard University, 
Barnard College, and Columbia 
University. She was born on 
January 7, 1891, in Notasulga, 
Alabama, and grew up in Eatonville, 
Florida. She died in Fort Pierce, in 
1960. In 1973 Alice Walker had a 
headstone placed at her gravesite 
with this epitaph: “Zora Neale 
Hurston: A Genius of the South.”

ALICE WALKER is the author 
of multiple novels, short stories, 
children’s books, essays, and 
poetry collections, including 2018’s 
Taking the Arrow Out of the Heart.  
She is the winner of the Pulitzer 
Prize and the National Book Award 
for The Color Purple, and her work 
has been translated into numerous 
languages worldwide. 

ISBN 978-1-936932-73-3     $19.95 US

. . .  And Then Again When I Am  

Looking Mean and Impressive 
When I Am Laughing . . .

ZORA NEALE HURSTON
I Love Myself When I Am

 Laughing ...

A FEMINIST PRESS CLASSIC, 
REISSUED FORTY YEARS LATER.

3 PT BLEED ONTO FRONT AND BACK COVERS IS INTENTIONAL

$9.95 • Nonfiction • pb • 978-1-55861-695-0 • 112 pages • Rights: World x France x Japan x Spain

COMPLAINTS & DISORDERS 
The Sexual Politics of Sickness (Second Edition)
Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre English
Introduction by Susan Faludi

This concise history of the sexual politics of medical practices shows how 
biomedical rationale was used to justify discrimination, and how its ves
tiges are evident in abortion policy and other reproductive rights struggles 
today.

$18.95 • Memoir • pb • 978-1-936932-99-3 • 384 pages • Rights: World

f a u l t  l i n e s

meena alexander
Preface by Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o 

With a new afterword by Gaiutra Bahadur

a memoir

An acclaimed Indian poet explores  
writing , memory, and place in this  
classic postcolonial memoir. 

“ Meena Alexander’s writing is imbued with a poetic grace  
shot through with an inner violence, like a shimmering piece  
of two-toned silk.” 
—MS. magazine

“Evocative and moving.” 
—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

“ In Fault Lines, Meena Alexander tells us—and herself—that 
‘we need a speech that acknowledges rage.’ Now more than 
ever, we need her voice.” 
—VIDHU AGGARWAL, author of The Trouble with Humpadori

“ One of the most important literary voices in South Asian 
American writing and American letters broadly writ, Meena 
Alexander is a writer who sews her dislocations together into a 
place where all are welcome, held by her elegant, lyrical prose.”
—RAJIV MOHABIR, author of The Cowherd’s Son

“ Meena Alexander’s acute poetic sensibility makes this memoir 
a joy to read.” 
—BAPSI SIDHWA, author of Cracking India

THE FEMINIST PRESS
AT THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

FEMINISTPRESS.ORG

ISBN 978-1-936932-99-3    $1 8.95 US

FAULT LINES
A Memoir
Meena Alexander
With a new afterword by Gaiutra Bahadur

Meena Alexander explores how trauma and recovery shaped the entire 
landscape of her memory, across continents and cultures. This new edi
tion, published on the twoyear anniversary of Alexander’s passing in 
2018, features a commemorative afterword.
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